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Letter from President Sam Minner
January 31, 2018

Dear Members of the Institutional Actions Committee:
As the president of New Mexico Highlands University, I write to achieve two purposes. First, after carefully reviewing the thorough and very professionally done report of the HLC Peer Review Team, I accept
its recommendations that Highlands be removed from probation and returned to the standard pathway
with a focused visit in 2020. I also agree with the recommendation that the 2020 visit focus on three areas:
retention, institutional fiscal health, and ongoing campuswide commitment to continuous improvement.
We have accomplished much at Highlands in those three domains, and others, but I believe that additional
time will allow the institution to demonstrate our continued commitment to improving outcomes. The
2020 focused visit will provide that opportunity. No more starting and stopping at Highlands. I simply will
not permit it.
Second, I want to thank the Peer Review Team, particularly Dr. Gar Kellom, for its high dedication and
commitment they demonstrated while on our campus. I have been involved in institutional accreditation
for many years and in a variety of capacities, but Dr. Kellom and his team were models of what those campus visits should ideally look like and how team members should behave. I also want to thank the HLC for
its assistance in helping me make the necessary changes on our campus to not only achieve full accreditation, but also strengthen the institution generally and structure HU to achieve excellence. Throughout the
process, our liaison, other HLC staff members, site visit team members, and others have signaled by both
word and deed a willingness to work together to improve HU and higher education generally. The higher
education sector is rapidly changing under our feet with major changes in funding, student demography,
the appropriate balance of instrumental education and the traditional liberal arts and sciences, and other
areas and a true partnership between institutions of higher education and regional accreditors bodes well
for our sector. I really do not think I would have been able to achieve what has been done on the campus as
quickly as it has been achieved without the HLC’s directives and support.
I arrived on the Highlands campus on July 1, 2015. I did not arrive here by chance. I wanted to end my
higher education career as a university president or chancellor and, thanks to strong mentoring from numerous people over my career, some wonderful experiences I had and some great opportunities that came
my way, I proved to be a viable applicant for a number of desirable positions. The possibility of managing
and leading an institution welcoming all students, giving all students a chance at success, and possibly
changing the lives of students and their families was very appealing. The HU story mirrored my own story
in many ways. So, after some reflection, I took the job at HU.
I was well prepared for the position. The search firm used by the institution thoroughly briefed me on the
challenges I would find there. Highlands was a poor institution in a very poor state. Institutions of higher
education in New Mexico, unlike most of the nation, very heavily relied on state appropriations. The social
contract in force was—keep tuition very low and we (state government) will provide the resources for you
to conduct your business. Of course, since that contract was subject to adequate funding coming into New
Mexico from the volatile oil and gas industry, serious problems were bound to occur. And they have. Other
issues at the institution were also well known to me. There had been quite a churn in executive leadership.
A recent president was sentenced to prison for illegal real estate activity. Enrollment was in decline. Retention was a major problem. And there were many other issues, but preparation for the upcoming accreditation visit was not mentioned as one of them. I was assured that was under control.
The assurance argument to the HLC was on my desk on July 1, 2015, and I read it a few days later. Having
deep experience with accreditation generally, I knew we would face many challenges. The site visit, which
occurred a few weeks later, did not go well, to say the least. I did not wait until we received the HLC report
and ultimate recommendation from the board to start the process of rebuilding things to not only achieve
full accreditation, but to move toward excellence. That has been achieved.
To address the HLC concerns, I made changes in three domains: personnel, processes and structure, and
resources.
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In regard to each of the concerns and issues noted by the HLC, I have addressed the three areas noted
above to improve our outcomes now and into the future. For example, the HLC noted that we were essentially doing nothing in regard to co-curricular assessment. I hired a new and permanent dean of students
(the personnel piece of the equation) and charged her with designing and implementing a process to assess
co-curricular activities and to make changes based upon the feedback. New processes and structures were
devised to get this done (e.g., a new measure designed to assess the co-curricular domain),s and I provided the resources to purchase the new tool. In regard to the professional development of our board, I took
that task on myself (the personnel piece), engaged the Association of Governing Boards (AGB) to conduct
the first-ever training of board members on our campus, and I provided the resources to get all that done.
In regard to the assessment of contingent faculty, I worked closely with the former chair of the Faculty
Senate (now our HLC Liaison) to devise policies relevant to faculty assessment, to codify those policies in
a thoroughly vetted and approved Contingent Faculty Handbook, and to implement the policies to ensure
compliance.
In sum, in every case and in regard to every concern noted by the HLC, I made the necessary personnel changes, revised existing or engineered new processes and or structures to address the concern, and
provided the necessary resources to move forward. The culmination of this work, thus far, appears in the
Institutional Response to the Peer Review Team Final Report.
The new HU Executive Team and I have worked diligently to address all issues noted in the Peer Review
Team Report. I acknowledge that historically the institution has had a tendency to start initiatives immediately before an accreditation visit and then curtail them afterward. Frankly, this pattern is not unusual in
my experience, but it will not be tolerated at HU any longer. My contract has recently been extended by the
board until June 30, 2022. This means that I will be responsible for all accreditation activities, including the
2020 focused visit.
New Mexico Highland University’s formal response to the Peer Review Team’s report is attached, which
details our continued activities in each of the criteria for accreditation and our roadmap to meet three areas identified as “met with concerns.” I thank the members of the IAC for the opportunity to appear before
them, to publicly agree with the recommendations of the site team, and to share our ongoing commitment
to excellence.
Sincerely,

Sam Minner, Ph.D.
President, NMHU
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Introduction

This document provides New Mexico Highlands University’s response to the final report by the peer review team after its visit to the Highlands campus in November 2017.
New Mexico Highlands University accepts the recommendations of the peer review team, which found
that Highlands met all the criteria for accreditation, including three “met with concerns,” noted below. The
peer review team found evidence that Highlands had resolved the “not met” areas that resulted in the HLC
board placing Highlands on probation in August 2016. The peer review team recommended that Highlands be placed back on the standard pathway with a focused visit in 2020 so Highlands can demonstrate
its continued progress in the three areas still of concern: retention, finances, and a commitment to institutional improvement.
Highlands welcomes the recommended focused visit, viewing it as an opportunity to further demonstrate
the university’s commitment to accreditation and institutional improvement. Such improvements in the
three areas identified by the team as “met with concerns” can only be resolved and assessed over a multiyear period, which was longer than the probation process allowed. As such, we believe the time frame
proposed by the peer reviewer team is appropriate and effective.
Highlands is fully committed to accreditation and institutional improvement moving forward. As a result
of the HLC probation, Highlands has made many changes to its personnel, processes, structures, and resources to ensure that proper and continued attention is paid to the HLC criteria for accreditation, knowing that this attention will improve academic and career outcomes for our students. Highlands has been
serving the people of northern New Mexico for more than a hundred years with our mission to “provide
opportunities for undergraduate and graduate students to attain an exceptional education.” As a university,
we have embraced our probationary status and the improvements that have resulted from this HLC process as a way of strengthening our commitment to our mission, our students, and our future.
Organization of This Response
This response is divided into three sections. First, the document provides an executive summary of the
continued attention paid to the areas that resulted in Highlands being placed on probation by the HLC.
This summary also provides a roadmap of how Highlands will address the three criteria for accreditation
deemed “met with concerns” by the peer review team. Second, this document addresses each criterion to
provide additional information on our activities since the fall 2017 assurance argument and site visit, to
clarify information provided by the peer review team in its report, and to explain Highlands’ roadmap on
how it will resolve each of the “met with concerns” criteria. Lastly, this document provides an additional 60
pages of evidence, including information taken from Highlands’ most recent audit.
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Executive Summary

As this document will show, Highlands is fully committed to the accreditation process. After the HLC
placed Highlands on probation in September 2016, the university built new systems that would yield
continued attention and improvement related to the criteria for accreditation and the probation areas
identified by the HLC. Rather than design systems that would peak with the assurance argument (September 2017) and the site visit (November 2017), Highlands has committed to long-term strategies that will
ensure continued attention to the criteria for accreditation and guarantee institutional improvement.
Continued Improvements and Attention to the Probation Areas
In the three months since the peer review team concluded its visit to the Highlands campus and centers,
the university has continued to make improvements in the probation areas identified by the HLC from
the September 2016 action letter. While more detail on each area is included in the criterion-by-criterion
response later in this document, a summary of our actions include:
• The stabilization of Highlands’ future leadership via President Minner’s contract extension through
2022, President Minner’s rebuilding of the Highlands Executive Management Team, and the commitment of appropriate personnel and resources to our accreditation efforts moving forward (see
President Minner’s opening letter).
• The implementation of our refined mission and strategic goals via promotion of our mission to the
campus and community (see “Ongoing Attention to Criterion 1.A.”) and our strategic planning
procedures (see “Ongoing Attention to Criterion 5.C.”).
• The distribution of our university-approved Contingent Faculty Handbook to all contingent faculty
members and our adherence to that handbook regarding evaluation and classroom observation (see
“Ongoing Attention to Criterion 2.A.”).
• The evaluation of contingent faculty by concluding the 2016-2017 evaluation cycle and beginning
the 2017-2018 cycle (see “Ongoing Attention to Criterion 3.C.”).
• The improvement of student services at the university’s centers via our new customer relations
coordinator position, which has now completed its first semester and is beginning its second (see
“Ongoing Attention to Criterion 3.D.”).
• The examination of student and academic services at the centers under the guidance of our new
provost with an eye towards improving the effectiveness and responsiveness of those services (see
“Ongoing Attention to Criterion 3.D.”).
• The assessment of our co-curricular programs, including completing the 2016-2017 evaluation cycle
with 100 percent completion and beginning the 2017-2018 cycle, with an emphasis on increased
utilization of data (see “Ongoing Attention to Criterion 4.B.”).
• The improvement of our retention rates through initiatives created by our Retention Advisory
Council and Matriculation Task Force, our ongoing participation in the HLC Completion and
Persistence Academy, and our continued work with Ruffalo Noel Levitz (see “Ongoing Attention to
Criterion 4.C.”).
• The continued attention paid to our CFI and cash reserves, as led by our VPFA, and the careful consideration and utilization of input from the administration, Board of Regents, and campus community on issues regarding budget, expenses, and tuition. Highlands’ goal is to become less dependent
on state financing through a combination of cost-savings, external fundraising, enrollment growth
via the recruitment of new students and increased retention rates, and appropriate tuition increases
(see “Ongoing Attention to Criterion 5.A.”).
• The second implementation of our new budget process with the goal of increasing transparency and
input at all levels. All departments and units submitted FY19 budget requests with explicit ties to
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our mission, strategic goals, and department/unit level strategic plans. These were weighed by the
appropriate deans and VPs and then discussed by the Executive Management Team to create overall
FY19 budget priorities. The process concluded with a campuswide presentation (see “Ongoing
Attention to Criterion 5.A.”).
• The commitment of our Board of Regents to act in the best interests of our students, via their careful
review and consideration of critical campus issues, including tuition and fees, aligned to our mission
and strategic plan. The Board has completed a training and self-assessment with the Association of
Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges (AGB) in December 2016. The Board of Regents has
committed to future training and assessments both at the state level and through the AGB (see “Ongoing Attention to Criterion 5.B.”).
• The continuation of our strategic planning process. All executives, units, and departments have created strategic plans and are documenting their accomplishments towards those strategic plans (see
“Ongoing Attention to Criterion 5.C.”).
• Increased attention to ongoing institutional improvement via data-driven decision making as evidenced by our reconstruction of the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Research, our emphasis on measurable results in our strategic planning and budgeting process, and a commitment to
data-driven decision making at the executive level (see “Roadmap for 5.D.”).
Roadmaps to Address the Three Areas “Met With Concerns”
To prepare for the recommended focused visit in 2020, Highlands has created three roadmaps to address
each criteria the peer review team identified as “met with concerns.” Each of these areas will demand yearly attention with appropriate monitoring and action taken by New Mexico Highlands University’s Executive Management Team, composed of the president, provost, vice-president of finance and administration,
vice-president of strategic enrollment management, vice-president of advancement, dean of students, director of university relations, athletic director, chair of the Faculty Senate, and president of the Staff Senate.
This group meets every two weeks to discuss and address issues of importance to the university. Given the
representation of administration, faculty, and staff in this group, as well as its regular meetings, this group
is well-positioned to provide continuing attention to the criteria for accreditation.
President Minner, in consultation with the Executive Management Team, has produced the “Institutionalizing Continuous Improvement and Accreditation Practices at NMHU,” which lays out how necessary
processes, structures, and resources will be implemented to continue our achievement of all accreditation
standards and overall improvement of outcomes at the institution. This document is provided as Appendix A.
To further facilitate appropriate attention to the criteria for accreditation, Highlands has produced a campus
timeline of important university tasks related to strategic planning, retention, finances, etc. (see Appendix B).
A summary of the three roadmaps is listed below with the language in italics taken directly from the peer
team’s report.
4.C.: Retention (see “Roadmap for 4.C.” later in this document for more information).
1. Completion and implementation of a comprehensive Enrollment Management Plan.
a. The VP for strategic enrollment management will formalize the development of a steering committee that will be charged with the planning and development of a strategic enrollment management plan and acquire endorsements of the plan by students, staff, faculty, Board of Regents, and
other university governing bodies by December 2018.
b. The VP for strategic enrollment management will then implement the enrollment management
plan, with quarterly updates and benchmarks to the Executive Management Team, Board of
Regents, and campus community.
2. Significant improvement in the collection and analysis of data on student retention, persistence and
completion, with consistency in data reporting. These data should include a comprehensive evaluaPage 6
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tion of the 2017 retention, persistence, and completion goals.
a. The VP for strategic enrollment management will work closely with the leaders of the various
student enrollment, persistence and success committees along with the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Research on an agreed-upon plan that allocates responsibilities to all stakeholders
for data collection, review/analysis, strategy development, implementation, and reporting.
b. The Office of Strategic Enrollment Management will collate this data into the annual Retention
Update and Key Enrollment Indicators for Retention and Completion, which will be posted on
the website and broadly distributed to the campus community and Board of Regents.
3. Significant improvement in the use of information to make improvements as warranted by the data on student
retention, persistence and completion. Evidence should be provided that demonstrates the use of the evaluation of the 2016 and 2017 retention, persistence, and completion goals for continuous improvement.
a. The VP for strategic enrollment management will ensure significant improvement in the use of
information to improve student retention, persistence, and completion, as demonstrated through
meeting agendas, minutes, forums, and the revision of retention and graduation targets.
b. The evidence that Highlands will provide to demonstrate significant improvement in the collection and evaluation of data include the Key Enrollment Indicators for Retention and Completion
with the most recent retention and student success percentages, the annual retention update, and
the annual retention accomplishments document.
5.A.: Finances (see “Roadmap for 5.A.” later in this document for more information).
1. Reduction in reliance of state funds needed to balance the university’s budget.
a. Highlands will achieve this through annual discussion and implementation of tuition increases
by the Board of Regents, the execution of our retention and enrollment management plans, and
increased fundraising through the NMHU Foundation.
2. Stabilization of growth in student enrollment through identification of a clear strategy linked to
metric-driven recruitment and student persistence goals.
a. For a full discussion of retention and enrollment management, see Section 4.C. of this response.
3. Clean Independent Audits of NMHU, the Foundation, and Isotopes that does not yield any findings;
at minimum there should be no Repeat Findings.
a. In order to identify any potential audit issues so that they can be corrected in a timely fashion,
the VP for Finance and Administration or his/her designee will provide financial updates to the
Executive Management Team and Board of Regents on a quarterly basis.
b. In order to address any audit findings, the VP for Finance and Administration or his/her designee
will provide an update, status of action plans, timelines, and responsible persons that addresses any
current or prior year audit findings during the first quarter of the calendar year. This update will be
brought to the Executive Management Team and Board of Regents during the first quarter of the calendar year and a final update will be provided at the beginning of the 2nd quarter of the calendar year.
4. Continued Year-end Financial Report Revenue and Expense Actuals that reflect net neutral or yield a
surplus.
a. To ensure active fiscal monitoring is in place to identify any potential financial issues so that they
can be addressed in a timely fashion, the VP for Finance and Administration or his/her designee
will provide financial updates to the Executive Management Team and Board of Regents on a
quarterly basis. If problems have been identified, then appropriate fiscal strategies will be implemented, communicated, and actively monitored, so that the university yields a net operating
revenue versus actuals that reflect a net neutral or yield a surplus.
b. As per action taken by the Board of Regents, the VP for Finance and Administration will increase
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the reserve fund to $8.5 million by allocating an appropriate portion of any new tuition increases
and a designated amount of any year-end surplus to the university’s reserves.
5.D.: Institutional Improvement (see “Roadmap for 5.D.” later in this document for more information).
1. Policies related to new processes developed to address HLC Criterion beginning in 2016, to solidify
stakeholder agreement of the processes for the institutionalization of practices in all areas including strategic planning and budgeting, student complaint management, Office of Advancement and
Student Financial Aid administration.
a. The provost will oversee the policies and processes related to the HLC criterion through the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Research and the AVPAA and will provide regular reports
and forums on accreditation to the Executive Management Team, the Board of Regents, and the
campus community.
b. The president, the provost, the VPFA, the VPSEM, the VP of Advancement, the athletic director,
and the dean of students will ensure that all fiscal and personnel requests align with the NMHU
Strategic Plan.
c. The Highlands Executive Management Team will regularly present departmental reports to the
Board of Regents and campus community listing accomplishments, activities, and future activities with clear alignment to the NMHU Strategic Plan.
d. The Strategic Planning Committee will review and oversee the strategic planning process and
make recommended changes as needed to continually improve the institutionalization of practices and transparency.
e. Each NMHU executive will review documented student concerns on a term-by-term basis and
meet with his or her team members to address needed improvement.
2. Executive Strategic Plan Indicators update that includes outcomes that provide evidence that the
institution is learning and able to improve its institutional effectiveness, capabilities, and sustainability, overall and in its component parts.
a. The Executive Management Team members will revise their strategic plans every fall for currency
and alignment with institutional goals and provide clear, measurable indicators of success.
b. The EMT will review all executive strategic plans and use the plans to inform budget priorities,
program planning, and resource allocation.
3. Unit/department strategic plan updates that include outcomes that provide evidence that the institution is learning and able to improve its institutional effectiveness, capabilities, and sustainability,
overall and in its component parts.
a. Every fall, the Strategic Planning Committee will close the loop from the previous academic year
by sending out a call to all departments requesting the previous year’s strategic plan documenting
achieved outcomes and challenges.
b. Every fall, the Strategic Planning Committee will review all strategic departmental plans and
prepare an executive summary for NMHU leadership documenting achievements, challenges,
and lessons learned.
c. The executive summary documenting achievements, challenges, and lessons learned will serve as
one of several data points for improvement in outcomes across the university.
d. Every late fall, the Strategic Planning Committee will request revised goals for the new academic
year from all departments.
e. In the spring semester, the Strategic Planning Committee will review the new departmental goals
to ensure alignment with the university’s mission and goals to develop a list of budget priorities
for the president.
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Criterion by Criterion Response

Criterion 1
In its final report, the peer review team deemed that Highlands met Criterion 1 and had resolved the
deficiency in Criterion 1.A. identified in the September 2016 HLC action letter. The university’s revised
mission, vision, and strategic goals, adopted by the Board of Regents, Faculty Senate, Staff Senate, and Student Senate, is now broadly supported and actively used in strategic planning and throughout university
operations. While the strategic planning is discussed in more detail in our response to Criterion 5.C. and
the budget process in Criterion 5.A., Highlands has continued to promote and document progress towards
its mission to ensure that our important mission is “broadly understood within the institution and guides
its operations.”
Ongoing Attention to Criterion 1.A: Mission

Since the adoption of New Mexico Highlands mission statement, vision statement, core values, strategic
goals, and strategic plan, collectively titled Vision 2020, the university community has broadly embraced
these ideals and implemented them as a fundamental guide to the institution’s identity and planning.
The university implemented Vision 2020 with a two-prong approach: continual dissemination to the university community to communicate and reinforce our commitment to these ideals and, more importantly,
solidifying Vision 2020 as the foundation to New Mexico Highlands’ organizational processes.
New Mexico Highlands employed several media to promote Vision 2020, including posters, banners and
video. Each of President Sam Minner’s weekly email digests concludes with Highlands mission, vision,
core values, and strategic plan, demonstrating the administration’s commitment to these principles.
Highlands also began a social media campaign, Voices of HU, which ties individual experiences from our
students, faculty, staff, and administration with Highlands’ core values, underscoring Vision 2020 is not
just a planning document, but a shared experience.
Core to the university’s future, the university community accepts and supports the use of Vision 2020 to
guide its planning, budgeting, and operations. The past two budget request cycles required each of the
university’s units to align each request with Highlands’ mission and strategic goals. FY20 requests will
begin in the next few months starting with discussions at the unit level, following the same mission- and
goal-centered process. Doing so has created a framework of transparency and context for the university’s
budget, increasing long-term support for the process.
Since the November 2017 site visit, more Highlands units have used Vision 2020 as a means to collect and
use data. The university’s human resources department along with the institution’s Power of Service Team
conducted a student survey that asked respondents how closely student services reflect Highlands’ core
values of excellence, responsiveness, accessibility, and diversity (see Appendix C). The quantitative and
qualitative data produced by this survey and future outreach will assist student service units in internalizing the spirit and framework of Vision 2020.
Moving forward, Highlands will continue to place the mission at the forefront of all our activities, including the budget process, strategic planning, faculty and staff evaluations, hiring decisions, and in the use of
data for ongoing institutional improvement.
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Criterion 2
Concerning Criterion 2, the peer review team found that Highlands met all components of the criterion
and had resolved the deficiency from the September 2017 action letter regarding the lack of an institutionally approved Contingent Faculty Handbook.
The peer visit team was complimentary of Highlands’ handling of our probationary status, noting that
we have been fully transparent with our campus community in regard to our status with the HLC and
the actions we are taking to resolve the probation areas. Since the fall visit, Highlands has continued that
transparency with campus communications about our upcoming IAC visit and this institutional response,
including a January 22, 2018 forum focused on accreditation and our IAC response.
Ongoing Attention to Criterion 2.A: Contingent Faculty Handbook

As noted by the team, Highlands now has a formally approved Contingent Faculty Handbook, and the
Office of Academic Affairs has been ensuring that this handbook is disseminated to all contingent faculty
members, and that the policies of that handbook, including evaluation, are followed. Evaluation is discussed more fully in relation to Criterion 3 and the probation area regarding contingent faculty evaluation
in this document.
Other Activities Related to Criterion 2

In their summary of Criterion 2, the peer visit team wrote: “First, it will be important for the Board of
Regents to continue to receive training in Board Policy. It will also be important that they request and are
given the assessment data that is required for academic and service program accountability.” Highlands is
fully committed to providing additional regents training, as detailed in section 5.B. of this response.
The other concern expressed by the peer visit team was the “second major issue is one of sustainability and
providing opportunities for faculty to have time for research and professional development.” To sustain
and deepen the ongoing commitment to faculty research, Highlands recently hired the associate vice-president for academic affairs, grants, and contracts (AVPAA) as a permanent position. The new AVPAA plans
to continue to maintain Highlands traditional protections and support for faculty research secured by
the Faculty Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) travel and sabbatical policies, grant workshops, the
Faculty Research Fund, the Grant Development Release Time Program, and the Pino Endowment (see the
October 2017 Support for Research, Scholarly, and Creative Activity document included as an addendum
to the Assurance Argument). We will also be actively looking at several improvements at Highlands to
further support faculty research. During the spring 2018 semester, the AVPAA will be working intensively with the Faculty Research Committee to produce an indirect costs policy that develops guidelines for
how these monies are fruitfully reinvested in the institution to build upon existing faculty research and
scholarly interests. Another initiative will involve exploring how effective and inspired grant teams can
be assembled among faculty at the university and between faculty of Highlands and other universities in
consortium arrangements. The prior interim AVPAA had begun scheduled visits with faculty in departments to have conversations about their research and scholarly interests, and this effort will be followed
up and intensified throughout this year and the next academic year to build momentum around research
on campus. Faculty will be interviewed in programs and departments, research interest lists maintained
at the Office of Research and Sponsored Projects (ORSP), curated invitations to write external grants sent
directly to faculty, followed by clarification between the ORSP and the faculty about which research grant
opportunities are most suitable. The ORSP staff will also explore possible connections between the faculty
research interests with an eye to opening up collaborations between faculty across departments. Finding the time and personnel to execute these tasks under a tight budget will unquestionably be part of the
challenge, and for AY19 we plan to consider creatively leveraging work-study and graduate assistantship
monies to hire talented and innovative graduate students to be grant locators for the faculty.
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Criterion 3
For Criterion 3, the peer review team found that Highlands met all components of this criterion and had
resolved the two probation areas identified by the HLC in its September 2016 action letter. Highlands remains committed to addressing these probation areas in the long term and has continued to work on them
since the peer review team finished its visit. Given the importance of our centers and the growth potential
of online education, these are important areas for Highlands’ future.
Ongoing Attention to Criterion 3.C: Contingent Faculty Evaluation

Highlands has completed the 2016-2017 cycle of contingent faculty evaluation, as fully documented in our
“Contingent Faculty Evaluation” checklist (Appendix D), and has begun the 2017-2018 cycle of contingent
faculty evaluation. The Office of Academic Affairs, working with the deans and department chairs, has
prepared a list of all faculty members to be evaluated by a deadline of February 15 for the completion of
the fall 2017 evaluations (Appendix E). Highlands selected this timeline to allow for student evaluations
of the class, completed by students at the end of the semester (December 2017), to be available for chairs,
so that these results as well as formal classroom observations (required once every two years by the dean,
department chair, or other tenured or tenure-track faculty member) can be used to constructively evaluate
contingent faculty. Our online orientation continues to be available for new contingent faculty, and these
faculty also receive ongoing support from our Center for Teaching Excellence for their classroom and
professional development.
As a result of the contingent faculty evaluation, chairs and deans have variety of staffing decisions, including the assignment of additional mentoring of faculty. In some cases, contracts have been not renewed due
to poor performance. A dean summarized the value of the evaluations by stating: “This process has made
it much more obvious to me how we need to get a better idea of the qualifications and teaching abilities of
our contingent faculty. These more frequent and stringent evaluations and observations will ensure that we
have the most qualified, most engaged faculty in our classrooms.” Highlands has received positive feedback
from our contingent faculty and department chairs regarding these new policies, and we are confident that
the Contingent Faculty Handbook and its associated policies will contribute to our mission of providing
high-quality education to our students.
Ongoing Attention to Criterion 3.D: Services at Centers

In the September 2016 action letter, Highlands was placed on probation for failing to provide evidence that
it met the criterion regarding resources and appropriate attention to student concerns at the center locations found in Albuquerque, Farmington, Rio Rancho, and Santa Fe. The peer review team concluded that
Highlands met this criterion, and the university had provided sufficient evidence to show it had ameliorated the concerns from the action letter.
Since the submission of the assurance argument and the peer review team visit, Highlands has continued
to pay appropriate attention to student concerns. The customer relations coordinator position, newly created in fall 2017, serves students at both the centers and main campus, helping to resolve student concerns
regarding financial aid, registration, and other matters in an efficient and effective manner. A summary of
this position’s activities can be found in Appendix F.
The provost/VPAA has a strong background leading extended learning centers and online environments.
As such, service to students, faculty, and staff at the centers and online are consistently included in decision making. The provost has committed to visit each center every semester to include evening forums
with students and faculty. At the time of this writing, the spring 2018 visits are in the process of being
scheduled. The general agenda for the visits includes individual meetings with center managers, group
meetings with staff, a faculty forum, and student community forums. The Santa Fe meeting includes meetings with staff from Santa Fe Community College and New Mexico Northern College because we all share
the facility at the Higher Education Center. The Farmington visit includes meeting with San Juan College
staff and, when possible, members of Diné College at Shiprock, New Mexico and Tsaile, Arizona.
In spring 2017, the new provost began an annual center retreat for all center staff in Las Vegas. The second
annual retreat is scheduled for a full day in May 2018 at our Rio Mora research site. The retreat will focus
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on the Center Visioning Task Force recommendations, student support services, and office updates from
key personnel such as from financial aid, the registrar, and enrollment management.
The Center Visioning Task Force’s recommendations included a change in the overall personnel structure
to include a student support services representative at each center. This staff member will function as a
student-focused customer services representative who is trained in financial aid, admissions, registration,
course scheduling, and other operations functions from which students typically seek advice and assistance. The student support services representatives will serve at the centers and also serve online students,
operating as a student support call center.
NMHU is experiencing stagnate growth at the Las Vegas campus with our traditional student population.
The situation is not helped by the projections for lower high school graduates in northern New Mexico.
Nationally two student populations, post-traditional undergraduates and graduate, show increasing enrollments online. Given that NMHU already serves these populations online and at centers, the university is
well placed to set in motion an enrollment management plan to expand programming and delivery modes
that accommodate these populations. The provost/VPAA, who began at Highlands in the spring of 2017,
has drafted a white paper on future opportunities and growth potential at Highlands (see Executive Summary included as Appendix G).
In fall 2017, the Power of Service team provided an opportunity to approximately 3,300 students to participate in a customer service survey to measure overall satisfaction with the services obtained as a student
at New Mexico Highlands University as well as the students’ perspective on alignment between services
obtained and the University values of excellence, responsiveness, accessibility, and diversity. In addition,
the survey asked which offices the students most interacted with as the basis of their feedback. It allowed
an opportunity for students to provide compliments or suggestions for improvement. The survey was open
for two weeks. Sixty-eight students responded. The students who responded provided an overall rating of
3.41 stars (out of 5) in regard to customer service, and 58.8 percent stated the service they received aligned
with university values. The students identified the top six departments they most interacted with: financial
aid, academic departments (social work, biology, etc.), business office, admissions, library, and the registrar. Comments were obtained that resulted in positive feedback as well as opportunities for improvement.
This survey was reviewed by the president’s Executive Management Team and the Power of Service Team.
The data from this survey will be used to measure improvements in customer service outcomes. The next
survey is planned to be administered in fall 2018. This use of data connects directly to Highlands’ mission,
strategic goals, and strategic plan, showing our commitment to using data to improve the student experience at the university (see Appendix C for a summary of this data, and Appendix H for spring 2018 Power
of Service trainings).
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Criterion 4
Regarding Criterion 4, the peer review team found that Highlands met 4.A. and 4.B., and that 4.C. was
“met with concerns.” Given that Highlands’ retention initiatives are relatively new, it will take several more
years for the true impact of the retention plan to be assessed, measured, and the cycles of improvement to
be completed. Highlands is fully committed to ongoing improvements regarding retention, persistence,
and completion, and looks forward to demonstrating continual improvement in this area for the recommended 2020 focused visit.
Ongoing Attention to Criterion 4.B.: Co-Curricular Assessment

In the September 2016 action letter, the HLC identified a lack of a consistently implemented co-curricular assessment program as one of Highlands’ probation areas. As documented in the assurance argument
and peer team final report, Highlands has formalized the co-curricular assessment program, completed
the first assessment cycle for 2016-2017, and has begun its second cycle for 2017-2018. In the past three
months, the co-curricular assessment committee, which reports to the dean of students, has continued to
meet regularly (see Appendix I). Deadlines for the 2017-2018 cycle have been established, and programs
are currently collecting data (see Appendix J). The committee also determined that the Native American
Center for Indigeneity at Melody Hall should be included as a co-curricular program and will complete an
assessment as part of the 2017-2018 cycle. A member from this program is already actively participating in
the committee.
After the first cycle of co-curricular assessment, a review of the process and policy as a whole took place.
Some revisions were determined to be necessary to ensure a smoother assessment process. These revisions
include clarifying language regarding membership, additional language that differentiates between co-curricular and extracurricular programs, and refining the reporting template for easier use. Also, the co-curricular
outcomes assessment committee in conjunction with the outcomes assessment committee has had conversations about the assessment cycle timeline. All revisions to the process and policy will occur through the same
shared governance process in which the Outcomes Assessment Handbook was approved.
Moving forward the co-curricular committee plans to emphasize a better collection of data. The peer
review team noted in its final report that, “more work is needed in this area moving forward, as not all
co-curricular programs have been able to collect robust data.” In an effort to better support co-curricular
programs in their data collection, the dean of students and new Office of Institutional Effectiveness and
Research (OIER) director will host data workshops to assist programs with collecting robust data and then
use the improved data to make better decisions about programming.
Ongoing Attention to Criterion 4.C: Retention

Highlands is committed to improving the retention and completion rates of all our students. During the
past two years, Highlands has been very active in the area of retention, implementing a new administrative structure by hiring the vice-president of strategic enrollment management in January 2016, gaining
campuswide approval of the 2016-2020 retention plan in fall 2016, creating new processes for the collection and use of data, and increasing campus involvement through the Retention Advisory Council, Matriculation Taskforce, and the Persistence and Completion Academy team. This section of the response will
provide a record of what Highlands has done since the assurance argument and site visit in the areas of
retention and completion, clarify some of the analysis provided by the peer review team in their evaluation
of Criterion 4.C., and lay out a roadmap of how Highlands will meet the three areas of the recommended
interim monitoring of Criterion 4.C.
Highlands, via the leadership of the vice-president of strategic enrollment management (VPSEM), the Retention Advisory Committee (RAC), the Matriculation Task Force (MTF), and the Persistence and Completion Academy Team (PCAT), is fully engaged in implementing the Highlands retention plan. The RAC,
MTF, PCAT have broad representation of administration, staff, and faculty, ensuring campus involvement
and support.
Since the submission of the assurance argument and the site visit, the Retention Advisory Council (RAC)
has continued to meet biweekly to discuss and implement important retention initiatives based on the
retention plan and the latest retention data. To improve the collection and use of data, a proposal by the
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VPSEM and the chair of the RAC was put forth to the RAC recommending the identification and agreement of Key Enrollment Indicators for Retention and Completion (KEIs) that will be used to track student
retention and success into the future. At the January 25, 2018 RAC, the council members agreed to specific KEIs and developed the Key Enrollment Indicators Data document (see Appendix K) that identifies
the KEIs Highlands will track and report to the campus community as measures of student retention and
success. The Key Enrollment Indicators document also provides a timeline for data collection and allocates
data collection responsibility to the OIER and data analysis responsibility to the RAC. Yearly targets for
retention concerning first-time freshmen and transfer students are included in this document.
During the fall 2017 semester, the VPSEM and the RAC shared retention data with the campus community through several events and documents. Appendix L provides the most recent retention data, and
Appendix M provides the funnel data regarding future enrollment. The VPSEM presented the Highlands
student retention and graduation goals and data, as well as provided each academic department program
with specific retention and enrollment data, during two different Professional Development Week working
sessions on August 10, 2017. The SEM office and the RAC hosted two retention forums on October 10,
2017 and November 16, 2017, where retention goals and retention data as well as the First-Year Experience
program and outcomes data were presented. The SEM office and the recruitment office have partnered and
hosted two recruitment and admissions forums on December 4, 2017, and January 24, 2018, where funnel
and enrollment data and the campus tour program were discussed. On December 15, 2017, the VPSEM
and the directors of the recruitment, academic support and university relations offices presented to the
Board of Regents on the ongoing marketing activities planned to increase enrollment. These presentations
and forums allowed the campus community as well as the Board of Regents to provide feedback and suggestions to increase enrollment at Highlands.
The VPSEM continues to lead conversations about retention at the Executive Management Team meetings,
looking at specific data on retention to shape policy regarding enrollment, financial aid packaging dates,
and other critical retention issues. For example, on January 9, 2018, the VPSEM discussed current disenrollment policy, student transfer rates and early registration for the spring 2018 semester. This action was
taken based on student retention rates, spring registration headcount, student disenrollment data, and student transfer out data. The Executive Management Team concluded that the disenrollment policy should
be changed, financial aid packaging needs to occur earlier, and that a financial literacy program should
be developed to better educate students and their families regarding college costs. The evidence includes
weekly enrollment reports, the early registration campaign plan, and the fall 2016 First-Time Freshman
Cohort Summary Report (Appendix N).
By presenting retention and enrollment data to the campus on a regular basis and in a consistent format,
Highlands is working to create a data-driven campus culture, where the Offices of Strategic Enrollment
Management and Institutional Effectiveness and Research, via the RAC, MTF, and PCAT, can continually
monitor and improve retention, persistence, enrollment, and completion at Highlands. The Office of Institutional Research recently hired an individual with extensive IR experience. That position was created with
a 50 percent time commitment to the Office of Strategic Enrollment Management.
Highlands has committed to participating in the HLC Persistence and Completion Academy for 20172021 and a concurrent four-year project focused on addressing issues related to advising and the impact
of advising on retention, persistence, and completion. The Persistence and Completion Academy team has
continued to meet regularly to discuss what type of data should be collected and the party responsible for
collecting the data. At the October 12, 2017 PCAT meeting, the members decided on what data to collect,
created a list, and data collection assignments were allocated to the various offices. At the November 26,
2017 PCAT meeting, committee members met to provide an update on data collection. Once all data is
collected, the committee will summarize it and prepare a forum to inform the campus community of its
findings and receive their input on the next steps based on the findings.
The MTF continues to meet weekly to work on identifying issues and processes that affect student enrollment and retention. The committee also develops solutions and implements them as its authority allows.
For issues and processes beyond the taskforce’s ability to change, recommendations are made to the approPage 14
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priate office and or administrator. As detailed below, since the November 2017, HLC site visit the MTF has
worked on various projects that align with NMHU Strategic Goals 1, 2, and 6.
Strategic Goal 1: Academic Excellence and Student Success: The Student Enrollment Success program was implemented at the beginning of the fall 2017 semester. Fifteen students were placed in the
program based on their time of admission, incoming GPA and ACT score. These 15 students were
closely monitored while they adhered to the obligation of the program of following student success
best practices. Of the 15 students identified prior to classes starting, 11 (73 percent) completed the
fall semester in good academic standing and four (27 percent) were placed on academic probation
due to low GPA at the end of the fall semester. Based on this program for first-time freshmen, the
MTF recommended to the VPAA that a similar type of program be created for current students
placed on academic probation. Currently the plan is being created and the program will be administered by the academic affairs and/or strategic enrollment management offices.
Strategic Goal 2: Achieve Strategic Enrollment Management: The Highlands HLC Steering Committee tasked the MTF with reviewing processes and issues related to the number of students who
register for courses but never actually arrive on campus. Historically, these students are counted in
the census day enrollment and drive retention rates down. To determine how this issue could be
resolved, the MTF reviewed the NMHU’s attendance policy, early alert data, HLC attendance policy recommendations, and the Title IV attendance recommendations. In addition, one of the MTF
members presented the early alert data to the Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee and
shared some recommendations. The MTF concluded that an attendance policy should be implemented at NMHU to better track our students, especially at the freshman level, at the beginning of each
semester. The VPSEM will bring this recommendation to the Executive Management Team and HLC
Steering Committee for their input and decision.
To ensure students completing their fall semester register for the following spring, the MTF developed an early registration campaign in early November when spring 2018 registration opened.
Several offices collaborated and began to reach out via email using the CRM and phone to inform
students that early registration was open and they were eligible to register. As an incentive, The Office
of Campus Life sponsored a preregistration party for all students who registered early. As of December 5, 2017, 70 percent of the students eligible to register had done so, which was about 20 percent
higher than the previous year on approximately the same date. Monitoring spring enrollment data
weekly allowed NMHU to make predictions about whether courses were going to have adequate
student populations, as well as the impact of enrollment on revenue generation. In addition, the Business Office, Registrar’s Office, Financial Aid Office, and the VPAA were able to make a decision about
when disenrollment should occur based on the weekly data. Based on the outcome of these decisions
the MTF has recommended to the Executive Management Team that the existing disenrollment policy should be changed. The Executive Management Team agreed with the recommendation and has
asked the MTF to create a draft policy.
NMHU Strategic Goal 6: Communication and Efficiency: Related to disenrollment and reducing
miscommunication and barriers for students, the MTF also reviewed the re-enrollment policy and
the re-enrollment form and decided to eliminate both and place the operational function into the Office of Admissions where the process should reside. With this change, students who have stopped out
no longer have to reapply, but instead only have to request a term change to preserve accurate coding
from the admissions office to continue their education at Highlands. In addition, students were mistakenly disenrolled for having an account balance for a semester that had not yet occurred. The MTF
worked closely with the housing office and the IT department to change term-specific holds within
Banner, our student enrollment system. This changed the process and will no longer identify students for disenrollment incorrectly. Highlands is currently investigating the possibility of assigning
an email to prospective students as soon as they are admitted, allowing for a smoother entry into the
campus community and providing a clear venue where students can be helped regarding enrollment
and financial aid.
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The MTF has also addressed internal communication between university personnel and current
students. The Ellucian Go mobile app was synchronized with the various university calendars so students do not have to go to multiple sources to determine when, for example, midterms are scheduled
or when a particular event is scheduled.
In summary, the Highlands campus is fully engaged on the issues of retention, persistence, enrollment,
and completion, collecting a broad range of data and implementing changes as a result of that information.
Highlands looks forward to continuing these activities and improving the success of our students.
Clarifications to Peer Team Report for Criterion 4.C.: Retention

While Highlands embraces the interim monitoring as appropriate in regard to Criterion 4.C., clarification
of some of the analysis provided by the peer review team should offer a better understanding of Highlands’
retention efforts.
The peer review team’s report said, “Although the institution has mentioned their work with Ruffalo Noel
Levitz, it appears as if this may have been only in the capacity of administering a student survey.” In fact,
Ruffalo Noel Levitz (RNL) visited the campus on six different occasions and numerous phone conferences
occurred. Major accomplishments resulting from RNL consultation include the administration of the
College Student Inventory, the Student Satisfaction Inventory, and the Adult Student Priorities surveys,
the creation of the student retention predictive model, the modeling and determination of subpopulation
retention rates based on numerous variables (GPA, ACT, financial aid, family income, distance from campus, etc.), facilitation of the campus wide retention summit to review data, creation of the subpopulation
strategy groups and actions for implementation, creation of additional retention goals, recommendations
for process improvement in the admissions office, and recommendations for recruitment processes and
best practices. A list of these activities is included as Appendix O.
The peer review team’s report noted that some yearly retention goals seemed to be unspecified. When
writing of the 2016-2020 Retention Plan, the team concluded: “This document sets out goals for 2020. The
report indicates the 2007-2015 rates but does not provide measurable goals through 2020. Without these
additional goals, the 2020 plan only measures the institution’s success in three years. The chart should be
extended to include goals for each of the subsequent years, after 2015.” The Retention Advisory Council
has set yearly goals to 2020 for retention and to 2025 for completion. Many of these are found in the 20172018 Retention Update, which was included in the assurance argument. These goals were based on historical institutional data as well as on the ACT National Persistence to Degree rate (ACT Institutional Data
File, 2016), which offers national retention rates categorized by institution type and was recommended for
use by Ruffalo Noel Levitz. Highlands aims to meet or exceed the rates of similar universities (four-year
public open-enrollment institutions that offers master’s degrees).
The peer review team noted that Highlands’ six-year completion goal is to return to the 2007 rate of 25 percent and questioned whether such a goal was ambitious enough. First, the 2007 graduation rate (representing
students who matriculated in 2001) was a substantial outlier in the data provided in the 2016-2020 Retention
Plan, weighing in at 4 percent higher than any other year in the past ten. Due to the relatively small sizes
of Highlands’ entering freshmen classes (200-350 students), such statistical anomalies do occur. This was a
small cohort (235 students) that matriculated in a considerably different higher education landscape, and
Highlands has determined that the more recent retention data is a better gauge of our current student body.
The average six-year retention rate on the historical chart is 19.3 percent, and a 6 percentage point increase
in retention seems, in the eyes of the VPSEM and the RAC, an ambitious and appropriate goal. The VPSEM
and the RAC did not choose the number of 25 percent because of the 2007 number, but rather utilized the
ACT institutional data for similar public, open-enrollment universities, which provided a retention rate of
23.9 percent (ACT Institutional Data File, 2016); Highlands goal of 25 percent was designed to exceed that
number. Highlands has made progress during the past several years in achieving this goal, as evidenced in
the 2017-2018 Retention Update, where the recent six-year graduation rate has increased from 18.4 percent
(2007 cohort) to 22.2 percent (2011 cohort) (see page 25 of the NMHU 2017-2018 Retention Update).
Since the site visit, the last cohort’s data has been made available by OIER and our four-year completion
goals for the 2014-2017 cohorts (9 percent, 9.5 percent, and 9.9 percent) have exceeded the 2012 cohort
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at 10.4 percent. The council will now reassess the 2014-2017 cohort goals because the 2017 goal was set
at 10.5 percent. Likewise, the last two cohorts’ (2010 and 2011) six-year completion rates of 22.2 percent
also exceed our 20 percent goal and are moving in a positive direction to the 2020 (2014 cohort) goal of
23.9 percent. Each year, the Retention Advisory Council will reassess the upcoming cohort goals with the
ultimate goal to exceed the ACT average as indicated for similar universities in the most recently published
ACT Institutional Data File. The retention advisory council elected to set retention goals every year for the
following year so we can take into account the most recent institutional, state and national retention data.
We believe this is the best way to create meaningful and ambitious targets that will allow us to reach our
set 2020 targets primarily based on ACT.
Highlands is committed to a systemic, data-informed improvement of our retention rates, and we understand ongoing improvements in the collection, utilization, and organization of data are required. The
structures that have been implemented by the VPSEM, including the Retention Advisory Committee, the
Matriculation Task Force, and the Persistence and Completion Academy Team, as well as the VPSEM’s
commitment to providing regular updates to the campus community via forums, the annual retention update, and the Key Enrollment Indicators document, guarantee that retention will remain at the forefront of
our ongoing efforts to serve our students. Ultimately, the only true measure of Highlands’ use of data will
be found in the improvement of our retention, persistence, and completion rates, something that can only
be measured over a period of several years. By setting achievable goals, Highlands hopes to get the campus
community committed to a culture of continuous, data-driven improvement of retention. Once the goal
of 25 percent completion is achieved, Highlands will be well situated to set new, more ambitious goals to
yield even more improvement.
Roadmap for Interim Monitoring 4.C.: Retention

To address the “met with concerns” issues related to 4.C., the university has developed the following roadmap. The language in italics is taken directly from the peer review team’s final report.
1. Completion and implementation of a comprehensive Enrollment Management Plan.
a. The VP for strategic enrollment management will formalize the development of a steering committee that will be charged with the planning and development of a strategic enrollment management plan and acquire endorsements of the plan by students, staff, faculty, Board of Regents, and
other university governing bodies by December 2018.
b. The VP for strategic enrollment management will then implement the enrollment management
plan, with quarterly updates and benchmarks to the Executive Management Team, Board of
Regents, and campus community.
The VP for strategic enrollment management will formalize the development of a steering committee
charged with the planning and development of a strategic enrollment management plan and acquire endorsements of the plan by students, staff, faculty, Board of Regents, and other university governing bodies
by December 2018. The plan will then by implemented by the VPSEM, with quarterly updates and benchmarks to the Executive Management Team, Board of Regents, and campus community.
As a result of the new administrative structures implemented by Highlands, the Office of Strategic Enrollment Management is in a strong position to develop and implement a strategic enrollment management
plan. These structures include the hiring of the vice-president of strategic enrollment management (January 2016), the reorganization of the recruitment and admissions and campus tour offices, the campuswide
approval of the 2016-2020 Retention Plan, new processes for the collection and use of data, increased
campus involvement through the Retention Advisory Council, Matriculation Taskforce, Persistence and
Completion Academy Team, and the executive strategic plan.
A Strategic Enrollment Management Plan Committee (SEMPC) composed of members from staff, faculty,
students, and administration, will be formed during spring 2018 and begin the process of developing a
mission-driven enrollment management plan, with an estimated completion date of December 2018. Because the university has identified its mission and strategic enrollment management as its university-wide
strategic goal #2, Highlands has already been thinking and developing plans along these lines. An underPage 17
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graduate recruitment plan, an international student recruitment plan, a campus master plan (space and capacity issues), an advising manual, and the retention plan have already been formalized, and each of these
takes into account and discusses strategic goal #2 and issues related to strategic enrollment management.
Utilizing those already existent documents, a 12-month timeline to combine and formalize a strategic
enrollment plan is both ambitious and achievable.
The SEMPC will design the planning process, set timeframes, and determine resources needed to move
forward. During summer 2018 the SEMPC will do a SWOT (Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities,
Threats) analysis of Highlands. Adhering to the current university strategic mission, vision and core values, the SEMPC will bring together the existing retention plan, undergraduate student recruitment plan,
the international student recruitment plan, the campus life initiative plan, and the university master plan
the committee to develop unified enrollment management goals, objectives, and strategies. The draft goals,
objectives, and strategies will be shared with the campus community for feedback and consensus building
through campus and center forums, and the governing bodies of the faculty, staff, and students. During
fall 2018, the SEMPC will finalize the plan and get it endorsed by the faculty, staff, and student governing
bodies and finally by the Board of Regents.
Once the SEM plan is completed, the SEMPC will be divided into subgroups that will not only include
SEMPC members but also individuals from those functional areas that will be impacted by the SEM plan.
These subgroups will develop an operational plan with actions that are linked to each goal identified in the
SEM plan. These groups will be responsible for implementing the operational plans and monitoring the
implementation using performance indicators. The subgroups will report back to the SEMPC on progress
and performance of each action taken by the group. The SEMPC will have the responsibility to partner
with the VPSEM to provide periodic progress and performance reports to the executive management team
and the campus community.
2. Significant improvement in the collection and analysis of data on student retention, persistence and
completion, with consistency in data reporting. These data should include a comprehensive evaluation of the 2017 retention, persistence, and completion goals.
a. The VP for strategic enrollment management will work closely with the leaders of the various
student enrollment, persistence and success committees along with the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Research on an agreed-upon plan that allocates responsibilities to all stakeholders
for data collection, review/analysis, strategy development, implementation, and reporting.
b. The Office of Strategic Enrollment Management will collate this data into the annual Retention
Update and Key Enrollment Indicators for Retention and Completion, which will be posted on
the website and broadly distributed to the campus community and Board of Regents.
The VP for strategic enrollment management will work closely with the leaders of the various student
enrollment, persistence and success committees and the office of institutional effectiveness and research on
an agreed upon plan that allocates responsibilities to all stakeholders for data collection review/analysis,
strategy development, implementation and reporting. As the Office of Strategic Enrollment did in 20162017, this information, including the analysis of the prior year’s retention goals, will be collated into the
retention update document, which will be posted on the website and broadly distributed to the campus
community and Board of Regents.
Because Highlands is unique in the population of students it serves, it is imperative that the university
goes beyond traditional reporting measures (e.g. IPEDs) to properly report on retention and completion.
Highlands is beginning to explore what these measures might be and has already begun collecting and
analyzing alternative measures. Examples of other measures that offer a better understanding of the Highlands retention and completion rates are the number of students transferring to another institution and
the number who ultimately graduate from another institution (see Appendix N). According to the National Student Clearinghouse Research Center, more than one in five students in the nation who complete a
degree do so at an institution other than the one at which they enrolled as a first-time freshmen. Highlands
considers giving a student a strong start to transfer successfully and graduate from another institution to
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be an important success measure. Highlands is a member of Student Achievement Measure (SAM), a way
of reporting undergraduate student progress and completion by including students who transfer to other
institutions. Other measures, such as retention and graduation rates of transfer students and the number of
returning students are also important measures for Highlands.
Highlands has the third highest transfer-in rate in New Mexico, enrolling more transfer students than new
freshmen each semester, and transfer student retention and completion rates are historically much higher
at Highlands than first-time freshmen. Interestingly, while Highlands’ retention rates have varied since
2007, reaching a high of 55.3 percent fall-to-fall in 2011 and currently falling to 45.3 percent for the 2016
cohort, completion rates have increased – from a four-year completion rate of 8.6 percent (2007 cohort) to
10.9 percent (2013 cohort) and from a 18.4 percent six-year completion rate (2007 cohort) to 22.2 percent
(2011 cohort) (see 2016-2017 Retention Update). This data indicates that alternative measures might be
necessary to truly capture Highlands’ student success. For instance, the fall 2016 first-time freshman cohort (n = 254) was only a few students greater than the number of returning undergraduate students (250).
While these students do not reflect well on our retention, they are contributing to our increasing completion rates. The Highlands Retention Advisory Council has created a team to investigate this subpopulation
of students to determine how best to support similar students in the future. In addition, graduate students
at Highlands make up about one-third (unusual for our institution type) of the total student population
and in FY16-17 graduate students were 42 percent of the graduating class (NMHU 2016-2017 Factbook).
Historically, Highlands has not done a good job of tracking and reporting the success of our graduate
students. It is these types of investigations and alternative student achievement measures that Highlands
intends to implement in the future, including counting all students (e.g. those starting as part-time, those
starting in the spring or summer, and graduate students).
Highlands is committed to showing significant improvement in the collection and analysis of data on student retention, persistence and completion, with consistency in data reporting for the HLC focused visit in
June 2020. The office of strategic enrollment management, the retention advisory council, the persistence
and completion academy team, and the matriculation taskforce will continue to work closely with the
OIER on the identified key enrollment indicators data collection to ensure data accuracy and consistency.
To ensure timeliness, the VPSEM and OIER have agreed upon on a schedule for regular data collection
and reporting (included in Appendix K).
Guided by this data and the goals stated in the Retention Plan and Retention Updates, the RAC, the
subpopulation strategy groups, and the PCAT will use the evidence-driven improvement model of Plan,
Do, Study, Act (PDSA) Cycles to review and effectively improve approaches. This will allows these groups
to emphasize consensus building for goal and target setting. The RAC will continue to use actual semester and yearly retention data and the ACT Institutional Data File to benchmark and determine retention
targets. Subpopulation strategy teams will take the lead on implementing retention initiatives for their
particular subpopulation while the MTF will continue to review data and processes that impact student
enrollment and the PCAT will continue to develop and implement their four-year project plan and implementation to improve student advising at Highlands.
3. Significant improvement in the use of information to make improvements as warranted by the data
on student retention, persistence and completion. Evidence should be provided that demonstrates the
use of the evaluation of the 2016 and 2017 retention, persistence, and completion goals for continuous improvement.
a. The VP for strategic enrollment management will ensure significant improvement in the use of
information to improve student retention, persistence, and completion, as demonstrated through
meeting agendas, minutes, forums, and the revision of retention and graduation targets.
b. The evidence that Highlands will provide to demonstrate significant improvement in the collection and evaluation of data include the Key Enrollment Indicators for Retention and Completion
with the most recent retention and student success percentages, the annual retention update, and
the annual retention accomplishments document.
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The VP for Strategic Enrollment Management is committed to improving the ways that Highlands uses
data to achieve its retention, persistence, and completion goals. The VPSEM, working with OIER, will
provide the necessary leadership, training, and campuswide communication regarding these issues. The
RAC and the subpopulation strategy teams will continue to meet biweekly and discuss data and progress
of strategy implementation. In addition, the MTF and PCAT will continue their weekly and monthly meetings, respectively. Agendas and minutes from these meetings will be available for the HLC Focused Visit
in June 2020. Following the schedule in KEIs document, reports will be prepared and disseminated to the
campus community via the retention and recruitment forums for feedback. Reports will be made available
publicly on the SEM web page.
Highlands has recently hired a new director of OIER and a new AVPAA; both job descriptions include
responsibility for accreditation oversight. These individuals will work closely with the Retention Advisory
Council and Strategic Enrollment Management to improve data collection, analysis, and reporting. In particular, the new director of OIER has a strong background in community colleges and will be able to bring
his expertise on working with these at-risk students to help improve retention and enrollment. The new
director of OIER also has an extensive background with regional accreditation, institutional outcomes,
assessment, and strategic planning. New processes are being put in place to ensure accurate and timely
access to enrollment management data (see KEIs document, which provides a timeline for data collection
and allocates analysis responsibility to the Retention Advisory Council who will guide subpopulation retention teams in development and implementation of strategies and share with the campus community).
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Criterion 5
With respect to Criterion 5, the peer review team found that Highlands met 5.A. and 5.C., and that 5.A. and
5.D. were “met with concerns.” While Highlands has implemented many new structures to address these
criteria during the past two years, Highlands recognizes that it will take a commitment over many years to
lead to a continual improvement of the fiscal situation of the university and a thorough institutionalization
of the policies for strategic planning, budgeting, and accreditation. As such, Highlands welcomes the idea of
continued monitoring and an interim visit as the best way possible to ensure Highlands’ future.
Ongoing Attention to Criterion 5.A.: Finances

Like many public institutions, Highlands has faced a difficult landscape regarding funding during the past
decade. Since the 2009 recession, there have been significant budget cuts at the state level and, over the
past three years, state funding has been cut by 14.4 percent, coming to a reduction of $4.9 million. Highlands also faces uncertain enrollments due to falling high school graduation numbers in New Mexico and
national pressures on the higher education sector. Despite these challenges, Highlands remains committed
to the continual improvement of the university’s fiscal situation. During the past two years, Highlands has
worked diligently to improve the transparency of our budget processes, formalized new building procedures to ensure that building projects are completed on time and under budget, tightened budget spending, raised tuition, and increased our university reserves. As a result of this work, the peer review team was
impressed by the “significant progress in creating a transparent, action-oriented culture for collaborative
work between faculty, staff, students, and its Board of Regents” and how the university “created and executed new processes to strengthen key areas of financial management.”
However, the criterion was met with concerns due to the continued fiscal challenges facing both New Mexico Highlands University and the State of New Mexico. Highlands welcomes the opportunity to continue
focusing on and improving our financial management and financial processes. This section of our response
gives details on our continued actions in the probation areas, clarifies our current final situation with
reference to our most recent audit, and concludes by laying out our roadmap for the recommended 2020
interim visit.
Budget Process

In fall 2016, Highlands adopted a new, more transparent process. Budget requests were first made at the
department and unit level with appropriate ties to the strategic plan. These requests were then prioritized at the dean and/or vice-presidential level followed by discussions of those priorities at the Executive
Management Team level. The final budget priorities were created by the president after this input, and then
presented to the campus community and the Board of Regents. Highlands has completed the first cycle of
this process and, pending the results of the state legislature’s finalization of the FY19 budget, has almost
completed the second cycle. In April 2018, Highlands will begin the process for FY20. The campus community has embraced this new process and, by continuing the budget process through additional iterations
and improvements, the Highlands community has begun to fully institutionalize this process into the campus culture, resulting in budget decisions that are more transparent and better aligned to the university’s
mission and strategic goals.
All departments and units have filed their budget requests. The vice-presidents’ priorities are also documented on the page so the entire campus community can see every step of the process. The EMT met
on November 9, November 13, and December 4, 2017 to discuss and prioritize the requests, with each
vice-president and unit head having a chance to present and discuss their priorities. After taking all this
information into account, the president created the final budget prioritization, which can be found in
Appendix P. The campuswide presentation on the budget priorities took place on January 30, 2018, with
over seventy-five people in attendance either in person or online (Appendix Q). The third implementation
of this process will begin in April 2018, with the presentation of the next year’s budget situation and the
establishment of the president’s high-level budget priorities.
Procedures for Building Projects

As part of the probation areas for Criterion 5.A., Highlands created new procedures for building projects and
successfully applied those to the Trolley Barn building, which came in on time and under budget. Our next
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building project has begun, and Highlands has continued to utilize the “Procedures for Building Renovation
and Construction Projects over $1 Million” for the Rodgers Hall Renovation Project by going through a
formalized RFP process as outlined in the policies to hire the construction manager and architectural firm.
Highlands has gone before both the Board of Regents and New Mexico Higher Education Department to
approve phases outlined in the process. The general obligation bonds were sold in November 2016, and
funding was allotted in April 2017. The architectural request for proposal (RFP) was advertised on March 20,
2017. The competing architects made presentations to the Board of Regents on May 31, 2017, and the regents
selected the firm that same day. Programmatic development occurred through the month of September 2017.
The program and floor plans were then approved by the Board of Regents on October 27, 2017. Schematic
development followed in October and was approved by the Board of Regents on October 27, 2017. The NM
Higher Education Department requires a review of the schematics for their approval, so its approval was
sought and granted on December 13, 2017. Design development began in November 2017 and was completed in late January 2018, with Board of Regents approval slated for the next regularly scheduled Board of Regents meeting in spring 2018. Highlands anticipates the project being completed on time and under budget,
just like the university’s last major building project, the Trolley Barn.
Improvements to CFI and Reserves

As required by the 2016 HLC action letter, Highlands has made substantial improvements to our CFI.
Excerpts from the FY17 audit are available as Appendix R; full audits are available upon request. The CFI
calculation worksheets are included as Appendix S; the numbers below reflect the CFI without GASB 68.
As of January 31, 2018, the audits have not received final state approval; therefore, all calculations are noted as “draft” in the appendix.
Highlands’ CFI for the past six years is:
Fiscal Year

CFI

12

.01

13

.88

14

.51

15

1.83

16

2.37

17

1.24

Our CFI continues to show some variability due to cuts at the state level and enrollment issues. Highlands
remains “above the zone,” a considerable improvement from when we were placed on probation and our
CFI was well below 1.0. One of New Mexico’s primary sources of revenue is oil and gas. During FY17, oil
and gas dipped below $30 per barrel. As a result, the state’s revenue declined by more than $300 million.
This action resulted in the legislature cutting higher education by 5 percent. For Highlands, this meant a
cut of nearly $2.376 million over FY16 and FY17, which lowered the CFI in FY17 as compared to FY16.
Anticipating such a cut, the Highlands’ Board of Regents approved a significant increase in tuition during
the spring 2016 semester. While increased tuition is not ideal given the financial situation of the students
we serve, Highlands is committed to long-term fiscal stability. This tuition increase allowed the university to launch new programs, build its university reserves, all while keeping the CFI “above the zone.” The
FY19 situation, currently being debated in the New Mexico Legislature, looks considerably better, with no
further cuts anticipated. The university continues to monitor its revenues and implement prudent fiscal
strategies, such as reviewing all vacant positions and reviewing all major expenditures. The university is
committed to the continued funding of recruitment and marketing budgets, as such budgets are necessary
for increasing enrollment.
Highlands also faced an unusual challenge in its FY17 budget due to a reclassification of some state assets. The
state comptroller was flagged on its audit for its reporting of funds called “land grant and permanent funds.”
These properties yield revenues from leasing and/or mineral extracts, and these royalties are allocated to various post-secondary institutions. Highlands’ share of these land assets is about $3.631 million; the total land asPage 22
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sets in the state is about $15 billion (please see Note 24 in the Appendix T for more information). The issue was
that the state was recognizing these assets on their financial statements. Individual postsecondary institutions
were also recognizing these assets on their financial statements. As such, the assets were being counted twice at
the state level. Therefore, the comptroller requested that institutions no longer recognize these assets on their
books beginning in FY17. For Highlands, this resulted in the reduction of $3.631 million of assets, or roughly 3
percent of the university’s total assets. This one-time adjustment negatively impacted Highlands’ FY17 CFI but
should not impact the university’s overall fiscal situation moving forward.
Highlands has taken recent action to improve our audits. After FY16, Highlands terminated its contract
with the university’s auditing firm due to poor performance (not achieving required deadlines for past
audits). The new auditing firm has worked closely with the university to correct problems from our prior
audits, including the calculations for fixed assets. The VPFA has requested that our current auditors utilize
effective business practices and complete adherence to the Governmental Accounting Standards Board
(GASB) criteria in calculating fixed assets. However, due to incorrect advice from our previous auditors,
the university needed to implement several prior year adjustments of fixed assets, i.e. depreciation, and
end-of-year net-position. These actions resulted in nearly $7 million loss due to depreciation, corrections
to the prior years, and increases to unfunded pension liabilities.
Despite these numerous challenges, Highlands was able to remain “above the zone,” and anticipates being
in an even stronger fiscal position moving forward. As discussed below, Highlands will be implementing a
new fiscal stability policy (see Roadmap 5.A and Appendix R). This will allow the university to continue its
forward momentum on building reserves, addressing negative fund balances, and continually improving
its fiscal operations.
While the CFI is one measure of Highlands’ financial health, improving reserves has been a point of focus,
due both to the 2016 HLC action letter and to secure the long-term stability of the institution. Our reserve
situation, as measured by our unrestricted net position, has steadily increased during the past several
years:
Fiscal Year

Unrestricted Net Positions (Reserves)*

13

796

14

975

15

2,848

16

4,371

17

4,894

*In thousands of dollars, rounded to the nearest thousand.
Roadmap for Interim Monitoring 5.A.: Finances

To address the four specific recommendations made by the peer review team in its final report, Highlands
has prepared the following roadmap. Language in italics is taken directly from the report.
1. Reduction in reliance of state funds needed to balance the university’s budget.
a. Highlands will achieve this through annual discussion and implementation of tuition increases
by the Board of Regents, the execution of our retention and enrollment management plans, and
increased fundraising through the NMHU Foundation.
The university recognizes the need to be more self-reliant by implementing a strategy where tuition and
fees become the Highlands’ primary source of revenue. To achieve this end, the Highlands administration
will continue to work with the Board of Regents to increase tuition and fees over the next five years. The
changes in our budget process, discussed above, now allow Highlands to present budget priorities to the
campus community and the regents well in advance of the discussion of tuition increases. This is particularly important for students, as they now have better venue for understanding where increased tuition
dollars will go. Highlands is confident that it can achieve further reduction in its reliance on state funds, as
demonstrated by the university’s progress in achieving this end over the past several years:
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Fiscal Year

Percentage of State Appropriations
of Total Revenues

11

71.9

12

68.3

13

68.4

14

67.9

15

67.5

16

66.6

17

62.0

Highlands is confident that, by continuing our current processes and policies regarding budgets and tuition increases, the university can continue its forward momentum in this area.
2. Stabilization of growth in student enrollment through identification of a clear strategy linked to
metric-driven recruitment and student persistence goals.
a. For a full discussion of retention and enrollment management, see Section 4.C. of this response.
3. Clean Independent Audits of NMHU, the Foundation, and Isotopes that does not yield any Findings;
at minimum there should be no Repeat Findings.
a. To identify any potential audit issues so that they can be corrected in a timely fashion, the
vice-president for finance and administration or his/her designee will provide financial updates
to the Executive Management Team and Board of Regents on a quarterly basis.
b. To address any audit findings, the vice-president for finance and administration or his/her designee will provide an update, status of action plans, timelines, and responsible persons that addresses any current or prior year audit findings during the first quarter of the calendar year. This
update will be brought to the Executive Management Team and Board of Regents during the first
quarter of the calendar year and a final update will be provided at the beginning of the second
quarter of the calendar year.
To guarantee clean independent audits, the Office of Business Affairs will implement several new procedures in calendar year 2018: a quarterly review of our financial position and sending the quarterly review
to the auditors for cursory review. The intent is to change the existing audit process of complete review,
which currently takes place 14 months after the beginning of the fiscal year, to a more purposeful review
at quarterly intervals to more rapidly address deficiencies and to verify sound financial principles. Our
auditors have agreed to review this material on a quarterly basis. Because the evaluation will be ongoing,
Highlands will be able to identify any issues and resolve and reconcile them earlier.
The new audit process will begin in early December by establishing the timeline for the following year,
including dates for the quarterly mini-audits, the kickoff meeting for discussing the past year’s audit, and
the beginning of the next year’s audit. This synchronizes with our new budget process, which starts the
creating of the budget earlier by two quarters. This allows us to submit materials to the auditors with a trial
balance no later than the third week of July. This new timeline, just like the new budget process, will move
up traditional budget planning to establish a more proactive collaborative process with all key stakeholders. The university expects that this will result in fewer budget overruns and repeat audit findings, as these
were often a result of time management. Coupled with more robust reporting on action plans for prior
audit findings and current year issues, the university predicts this will create cleaner audits and eliminate
repeat audit findings. The auditors have also committed to providing the Highlands’ Business Office with
training to help expedite and improve the audit process.
To formalize this new practice into policy, the Board of Regents will be passing a new “Policy on Fiscal
Stability” (Appendix T) at its next scheduled meeting in spring 2018. As stated in the policy: “In order to
address audit findings, the Vice President for Finance and Administration or his/her designee will provide
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updates, status of action plans, timelines, and responsible persons list that addresses current and prior year
audit findings during the first quarter of the calendar year. This update will be brought to the Executive
Management Team and Board of Regents during the first quarter of the calendar year and a final update
will be provided at the beginning of second quarter of the calendar year.”
4. Continued Year-end Financial Report Revenue and Expense Actuals that reflect net neutral or yield
a surplus.
a. To ensure active fiscal monitoring is in place to identify and address any potential financial issues
in a timely fashion, the vice-president for finance and administration or his/her designee will
provide financial updates to the Executive Management Team and Board of Regents on a quarterly basis. If problems have been identified, appropriate fiscal strategies will be implemented,
communicated, and actively monitored so the university yields a net operating revenue versus
actuals that reflect a net neutral or yield a surplus.
b. As per action taken by the Board of Regents, the vice-president for finance and administration
will increase the reserve fund to $8.5 million by allocating an appropriate portion of any new
tuition increases and a designated amount of any year-end surplus to the university’s reserves.
The fiscal future of Highlands is dependent on the university’s ability to continue building its reserves
through balancing the revenue versus expense actuals to reflect net neutral or yield a surplus. To achieve
this end, the “Policy on Fiscal Stability” will be passed at the next Board of Regents meeting (see Appendix T). This policy directs the VPFA to build the university reserves by allocating a portion of new tuition
increases and designated year-end surpluses to achieve a significant reserve. As specified in the policy,
the reserve goal is $8.5 million: “Based on fiscal year 2018 financial data, the ability to absorb a 15 percent
decline in state appropriations plus a decline in enrollment resulting in a 20 percent loss of tuition and
fees, and maintaining NM higher education’s department (HED) requirement of 5 percent reserves in Instruction and General.” Nonetheless, as the university moves from its dependency on state appropriations
to tuition and fees, the Board of Regents is committed to reevaluating this reserve goal every three years.
Upon reaching this goal, the Board of Regents has options to redirect those funds to new program growth
or to reduce tuition.
Highlands continues to address other fiscal issues, including paying down negative fund balances such
as Stable Isotopes and addressing issues such as auxiliary operations, i.e. the golf course, through the HU
Futures group discussed in Criterion 5.D.
Ongoing Attention to Criterion 5.B.: Board of Regents

In the September 2016 action letter, the HLC identified ongoing training and self-assessment of our
regents as one of the probation areas. Highlands is fully committed to providing additional professional
development to regents at the institutional, the state, and the national levels.
At the institutional level, the president recommends various articles, reports, and other artifacts to the
regents and these are routinely discussed at monthly breakfast meetings with the board chairman and or at
board meetings. For example, on November 10 (one week after our HLC site visit), the president shared a
link with the regents pertaining to remedial education in higher education (the article originally appeared
in the Hechinger Report). This article resulted in a discussion among board members about how much
the institution was spending on remedial education and a directive of the board chairman to do more to
attempt to reduce remedial education on our campus by strengthening high schools in our immediate
region. This, in turn, led to the establishment of a formal partnership between Highlands, the Pojoaque
Valley Public Schools (a small and very underperforming district serving the Pojoaque Pueblo), and Los
Alamos National Laboratories, a federally funded research lab adjacent to Pojoaque. A formal memorandum of understand between HU, the Pojoaque tribe, and LANL was recently signed, and a structure
to move the partnership forward was approved on December 7, 2017. Consistent with good practices of
strategic planning, the president’s budget for 2018-2019 now includes resources to support the partnership.
At the state level, the HU regents now meet with regents from other public institutions around the state
to share information, exchange ideas, and learn more about best practices in university governance. This
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group also meets with New Mexico’s Council of University Presidents (CUP) to scan the higher education
environment in the state and to work more closely together to improve our state outcomes. For example,
the regents from across the state recently met with the council to discuss possible change in a state scholarship program. After hearing various reports from university presidents, analysts, and others, the CUP and
the regents adopted a similar position on this matter, which is, as of the writing of this document, before
our elected officials.
At the national level, a second AGB training for the regents (and others, including faculty and staff leadership) is tentatively scheduled for April 2018. This professional development will focus on best practices associated with shared governance and will be led by Dr. David Maxwell, chief author of the AGB statement
on shared governance. The president has been in close contact with the AGB and Dr. Maxwell to arrange
this session. It is tentatively scheduled because there has recently been an interest to allow board members
from other institutions to attend and participate in the event. Once that is settled, the date of the training
will be finalized.
To summarize, Highlands is making sincere efforts to provide quality professional development our
regents at the local, the state, and the national levels. These efforts are continual and will continue into
the future. In addition, the president has recently been at the forefront of efforts to make modifications in
the selection of regents statewide and to provide and indeed, require regents with additional professional
development.
Ongoing Attention to Criterion 5.C.: Strategic Planning

As part of the resolution of the probation identified by the September 2016 HLC action letter, Highlands
has implemented a new strategic planning process and has continued to implement this process for the
2017-2018 academic year, under the guidance of the Strategic Planning Committee and the Office of Academic Affairs.
The Strategic Planning Committee is made up of faculty, staff, students, and administration. To date the
committee has completed one full year of strategic planning from AY17 that included an assessment of
strategic plans by each department to document achievements, concerns, and improvements. Having evaluated the 2016 goals, the data suggest that overall many goals had been met. However, the process highlighted areas needing improvements such as training for faculty and upgrading technology. Action items
have been established in each of the areas. For example, faculty conference travel and professional development funds have increased to $1,500 for bargaining unit faculty members. In addition, the spring 2018
semester kicked off with pre-semester training for faculty covering topics such as Desire to Learn platforms, backward design, active learning, and how to create flipbook syllabi. The strategic planning process
identified the lack of technology as an issue in getting work accomplished and continues to inform how
we at Highlands think about the adoption of new technologies. An excellent example is the exploration
of Ad Astra, a scheduling software platform with analytics to help improve course scheduling and course
sequencing. The course sequencing ensures that courses are offered in a manner that will lead to faster or
on time degree completion. Such a program has the potential to impact retention. Additionally, Highlands
has invested in a new technology, PeopleAdmin, for the Human Resources Office, allowing for better and
faster hiring processes and tracking. This was implemented in January 2018.
NMHU is midway through its second full cycle of strategic planning with all departments having submitted their revised goals for this academic year. The Strategic Planning Committee will review the new
departmental goals to ensure alignment with the university goals and develop a list of budget priorities for
the president as we plan for FY20.
In the fall of 2018 at the Professional Development Week, faculty will review their departmental goals
from the previous year as well as their programmatic outcomes and assess areas for improvement. The
departments will provide an executive summary to academic affairs outlining the actions taken to address
needed improvement. This process began with fall 2017 as a first step of assessment review. The process is
now expanded to include required action items for improvement.
Strategic planning for AY19 is underway with the first meeting of the spring semester scheduled for FebPage 26
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ruary. The Strategic Planning Committee is also looking at the current model of planning and is reviewing
improvements for the timeline of events. To date, improvements have included a more comprehensive
template that will allow for more efficient updating of the form.
Strategic planning at NMHU has become an embedded part of our operations and approach to planning,
budget, improvements, and a natural question as to how initiatives align with our strategic plans, mission,
vision, and goals.
Roadmap for Interim Monitoring 5.D.: Institutional Improvement

While Highlands has made enormous progress strategic planning and institutional improvement, as noted
by the peer review team, the team marked Criterion 5.D. as met with concerns, given that Highlands will
need to continue showing improvement on accreditation, institutional improvement, and strategic planning. A roadmap of our activities to achieve the three items identified by the team is given below.
1. Policies related to new processes developed to address HLC Criterion beginning in 2016, to solidify
stakeholder agreement of the processes for the institutionalization of practices in all areas including strategic planning and budgeting, student complaint management, Office of Advancement and
Student Financial Aid administration.
a. The provost will oversee the policies and processes related to the HLC criterion through the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Research and the AVPAA and will provide regular reports
and forums on accreditation to the Executive Management Team, the Board of Regents, and the
campus community.
b. The president, the provost, the VPFA, the VPSEM, the VP of Advancement, the athletic director,
and the dean of students will ensure that all fiscal and personnel requests align with the NMHU
Strategic Plan.
c. The Highlands Executive Management Team will regularly present departmental reports to the
Board of Regents and campus community listing accomplishments, activities, and future activities with clear alignment to the NMHU Strategic Plan.
d. The Strategic Planning Committee will review and oversee the strategic planning process and
make recommend changes as needed to continually improve the institutionalization of practices
and transparency.
e. Each NMHU executive will review the documented student concerns on a term-by-term basis
and meet with his or her team members to address needed improvement.
NMHU is committed to accreditation and improvement through strategic planning and outcomes assessment. President Minner has instituted a plan referred to as Institutionalizing Continuous Improvement and
Accreditation Practices at NMHU. The plan for institutionalizing continuous improvement at HU as well as
maintaining compliance with all HLC standards appears in Appendix A. The director of the office of institutional research and effectiveness (OIER) will serve as the HLC liaison for accreditation and maintain close
contact with our accreditor, including routine attendance and participation at HLC meetings including the
national meeting. The OIER director, along with the provost, will routinely provide in-depth briefings to a
member of the Board of Regents on all matters related to accreditation. The specific Board of Regents member who receives these briefings will be determined at the first meeting of each new academic year. The entire
board will also be briefed at each Board of Regents meeting. In addition, the associate vice-president for
academic affairs will work in tandem with the OIER director to ensure the academic departments are maintaining their outcomes assessment plans, assessing improvements, and documenting results.
All requests for fiscal resources, including new and replacement personnel requests, must align with the
NMHU Strategic Plan. As part of the Board of Regents meetings, each department submits a written
report documenting accomplishments, activities, and future activities. Each item listed must align with
the NMHU Strategic Plan. Additionally, the Strategic Planning Committee is charged with reviewing the
planning process and recommend changes that will result in continuous improvement and ensure the
institutionalization of strategic planning practices and transparency. Currently the Committee is working
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towards a system that will track and document improvements and decisions related to data analysis.
All members of the Executive Management Team review documented student concerns term by term and
work with the department head to address needed improvement. An excellent example of how NMHU has
improved student services was our discovery that we had a high volume of students complaining that there
were slow phone responses and unanswered calls in various offices. The Information Technology Services
department, who oversees the Switchboard Operators for the University, began collecting call data in
the spring of 2017. The data collected became a useful tool for the Registrar’s Office, Financial Aid Office
and the Business Office to review processes. This resulted in the establishment of a Student Help Desk
to address the call volume at the beginning of terms to provide timely information and services for our
students. The data collection has now become a process that is performed at the beginning of each term to
provide many departments across the university with data that shows call volume and unanswered phone
calls, creating a baseline against which to measure and improve services to students.
To ensure that NMHU maintains the momentum from the HLC process and energy over the last two
years, the president charged the Highlands community in December 2017 to examine the future of the
university (see Appendix V). The goal is to look for new initiatives, assess our current state of operations,
and look for improvement areas. To that end, the president has established HU Futures, which is composed of four task force groups charged with specific work. Those task forces groups are:
Task Force One

Charge: Conduct a careful examination of academic affairs to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
that division and capture resources for possible reallocation. To also examine our programmatic offerings to
enhance existing programs of strength or potential strength and to plan new offerings attractive to students.
Task Force Two

Charge: Examine the administrative and management structure in student affairs to enhance and support the
physical, social, emotional, and financial well-being of students now and into the future. If deemed appropriate, to streamline the structure of that unit and or make other changes necessary for improved outcomes.
Task Force Three

Charge: To improve the retention and graduation rates of our student athletes, support our teams at appropriate levels thus increasing their competitiveness, and possibly capture resources for potential reallocation.
Task Force Four

Charge: Examine all business and administrative operations to improve efficiency and effectiveness and to
capture resources for possible reallocation. Task Force Four will also make recommendations for changes
in the operations of the Gene Torres Golf Course in order to reduce costs, provide a stream of new revenue, and develop new residential and or mixed-use options in the city of Las Vegas.
The deadline for recommendations is March 15, 2018. To date these task force groups are actively conducting their work. It is expected that all recommendations will align with NMHU strategic goals, stay within
budget, and move the institution forward.
2. Executive Strategic Plan Indicators update that includes outcomes that provide evidence that the
institution is learning and able to improve its institutional effectiveness, capabilities, and sustainability, overall and in its component parts.
a. The Executive Management Team (EMT) members will revise their strategic plans every fall for currency and alignment with institutional goals and provide clear, measurable indicators for success.
b. The EMT will review all executive strategic plans and use the plans to inform budget priorities,
program planning, and resource allocations.
The Executive Management Team revises their strategic plan every fall for currency and alignment with institutional goals. As a group, the EMT will review all executive strategic plans and use the plans to inform
budget priorities, program planning, and resource allocations. The EMT plans will align with departmental plans in their organizational structure. By doing this, goals and budgets build from the ground up. The
accomplishments and indicators will be tracked both in updates to the executive strategic plan and prePage 28
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sented to both the Board of Regents and the campus community on a regular basis.
3. Unit/department strategic plan updates that include outcomes that provide evidence that the institution is learning and able to improve its institutional effectiveness, capabilities, and sustainability,
overall and in its component parts.
a. Every fall, the Strategic Planning Committee will close the loop from the previous academic year
by sending out a call to all departments requesting the previous year’s strategic plan documenting
achieved outcomes and challenges.
b. Every fall, the Strategic Planning Committee will review all strategic departmental plans and
prepare an executive summary for NMHU leadership documenting achievements, challenges,
and lessons learned.
c. The executive summary documenting achievements, challenges, and lessons learned will serve as
one of several data points for improvement in outcomes across the university.
d. Every late fall, the Strategic Planning Committee will request revised goals for the new academic
year from all departments.
e. In the spring semester, the Strategic Planning Committee will review the new departmental goals
to ensure alignment with the university’s mission and goals to develop a list of budget priorities
for the president.
Every fall the Strategic Planning Committee will close the loop from the previous academic year by
sending out a call to all departments requesting the previous year’s NMHU Strategic Plan documenting
achieved outcomes and challenges. Additionally, the Strategic Planning Committee will review all strategic
departmental plans and prepare an executive summary for NMHU leadership documenting achievements,
challenges, and lessons learned which will serve as one of several data points for improvement in outcomes
across the University.
In late fall, the Strategic Planning Committee will call for all departments to submit revised goals for the
new academic year, if appropriate. In early spring the Strategic Planning Committee will review the new
departmental goals to ensure alignment with the University goals and develop a list of budget priorities for
the President.
Through Strategic Planning the University has been able to not only identify goals, but the process has
highlighted the need to utilize data for decisions and areas for improvement. Below are a few examples of
how the HU community has utilized data for decisions and areas for improvement.
• The Business Administration program has used data on course enrollments from the past several
years to build a regular course rotation and road maps to degree completion for all of its programs.
Road maps are posted on the department’s NMHU web page and students are provided with a
physical copy when they declare their major and concentration. In the past two years every course
in the program has met the minimum enrollment requirements and the need for adjunct faculty
has been minimized. Additionally, because of data and better scheduling alignment, students will be
able to take their classes in a sequence enabling them to graduate on time.
• An exciting example involves the admissions team and our Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
faculty. Historically, the undergraduate student recruiters recruited in Colorado, Arizona, and New
Mexico. As of 2017, to increase in-state and out of state student enrollment, the admissions team
worked with Joe Zebrowski, our GIS faculty member, to plot areas of past recruitment activities
interfaced with data for those who inquired, applied, admitted and enrolled. This allowed HU to
expand our multi-dimensional approach by examining market trends and discovering application
and enrollment trends. The three-year data is now driving our future recruitment activities and
communication planning targets. Moving forward, our recruitment market selection will always be
data-driven, and will allow for new and upcoming markets to be explored as needed.
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• Using institutional scholarship data from 2011 to 2017, we concluded that the percentage of students accepting and attending NMHU was very low compared to the awards offered. It was determined that the Institutional funds used for scholarships must be leveraged to have a better return
on our investment. We are in the process of revamping the Institutional scholarships and looking at
ways to assist with recruitment efforts for the academic year 2018-2019 and forward. Our goal is to
assist students in need and to be able to produce measurable positive outcomes.
• Feedback from students at the Outdoor Recreation Center suggested that there should be an easier
and more efficient way of checking out equipment and signing up for excursions than having to
email, call, or go to the center. Therefore, the Outdoor Recreation Center purchased an inexpensive
software system which now allows for online check out of equipment and sign up for excursions in
real time. Students now only have to go to the center to pick up their equipment.
• At the Farmington Center the funds generated from the NMHU Campus Life Initiative Fee were
used to sponsor a family picnic for fall 2016 and spring 2017 students. Though the picnics were
planned for up to 500 and 400 participants, respectively, each event attracted less than 150 participants. Surveys about the events revealed high satisfaction, however, the poor attendance was related
to work or other obligations. In fall 2017, the Center responded to recent student queries and
informal surveys and negotiated contracts with a local pizza vendor, fitness center, movie theater,
and performing arts center to offer free or steeply discounted opportunities to our active students.
Satisfaction has been high and has increased foot traffic at the Center which has allowed staff an
opportunity to engage with students on topics outside the typical administrative functions.
• To ensure Academic Support is advising students in a satisfactory manner, the Mid-Year Student
Assessment (MYSA) student satisfaction survey has been administered to first-time freshman over
the last two fall semesters. The fall 2016 MYSA First Time Freshman data indicates 93 percent
of first-time freshman that completed the survey were able to identify their staff adviser and 88
percent were satisfied with their advisement. Using this as a baseline for improvement the goal is
to improve in each category by 2 percent this year. Additionally, as part of the co-curricular outcomes assessment for the department, verifiable advisement sessions were scheduled throughout
the semester and monitored through Lab Tracker and Degree Audit which indicated 98 percent of
first-time freshman attended an advisement session in the fall 2016 semester. While it is challenging
to improve upon percentage of freshman attending advisement sessions, improved communications plans are being developed to ensure we are providing a consistent and measurable service to
students.
Highlands is committed to continuous improvement as demonstrated through the strategic planning
process, outcomes assessment, the established Institutionalizing Continuous Improvement and Accreditation Practices, and the HU Futures. As NMHU moves forward the continuous improvement will become
embedded in the culture and be second nature in our daily practice.
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Conclusion

While our probationary status has created challenges for New Mexico Highlands University, we are proud
that our community of faculty, students, staff, and administration embraced it as an opportunity to create
a mission-driven culture, improving our processes that ultimately benefit our students. We have emerged
from the process as a stronger university.
We are grateful the HLC site visit team recognized our work and our commitment to ensuring New Mexico Highlands is positioned to serve the needs of our students and community for the next century through:
• the implementation of a refined mission and strategic goals as the foundation of our work,
• the establishment of evaluation and data collection processes to guide our planning,
• becoming a more responsive institution for our students, and
• adopting financial policies that reflect the realities of higher education in the 21st century.
We are dedicated to the spirit and pursuit of the accreditation process, knowing the criteria for accreditation create a more sustainable, transparent and responsive institution.
For 125 years, New Mexico Highlands has served the people and communities of northern New Mexico.
We have transformed the lives of thousands of students, changed the trajectory of hundreds of families,
and stand as one of the top institutions in the country for improving the social mobility of our students.
We are incredibly proud of the work we do and thank the Higher Learning Commission for its guidance to
ensure New Mexico Highlands effectively continues our commitment to providing a life of deep meaning
and purpose for our students.
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Appendix A: Institutionalizing Continuous Improvement and Accreditation Practices at NMHU

INSTITUTIONALIZING CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT AND ACCREDITATION
PRACTICES AT NMHU
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
The plan for institutionalizing continuous improvement at HU as well as maintaining compliance
with all HLC standards appears below. In this scheme, the Director of IR will serve as the HLC
Liaison and maintain close contact with our accreditor including routine attendance and
participation at HLC meetings including the national meeting. The Director of IR, along with the
Provost, will routinely provide in-depth briefings to a member of the Board of Regents on all
matters related to accreditation. The specific Board of Regents member who receive these
briefings will be determined at the first meeting of each new academic year. The entire board
will also be briefed at each Board of Regents meeting. A list of annual activities to ensure HU’s
continued accreditation also appears below.
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NMHU Accreditation Timeline

Yearly Ongoing Activities to Address Criteria for Accreditation and Continual Attention to
the Highlands’ Probation and “Met with Concern” Areas Moving Forward
2018-2020

Fall

• Professional Development Week held for all tenured/tenure-track and contingent faculty
• Focused sessions on use of retention, persistence, and completion data during Professional
Development Week
• Focused sessions on outcomes assessment results during Professional Development Week
• Online orientation available for contingent faculty
• Annual Evaluations of tenured/tenure-track and retained-term faculty
• Customer satisfaction survey (fall 2017, fall 2018)
• Discussion of customer satisfaction survey results and implementation of any changes by EMT and
campus community
• Ongoing Power of Service events and training to improve services
• Units/departments submit accomplishments for strategic plans and any updates to strategic plans
• Regular meetings of the Strategic Planning Steering Committee
• Units/Departments submit budget priorities
• President communicates mission accomplishments through weekly e-mails to campus
• VPs create their budget priorities
• EMT meeting on budget priorities
• Quarterly meetings of Campus Budget and Finance Committee
• Presentation on retention, persistence, and completion data to campus and Board of Regents
• Ongoing meetings of the Retention Advisory Committee and Matriculation Task Force to address
the retention and enrollment plans
• Reports on accreditation to Executive Management Team and Board of Regents
• Campuswide forum on accreditation
• Academic and co-curricular units collect data for outcomes assessment
• Academic Affairs holds regularly scheduled program reviews on a five-year cycle
• Regular meetings of the HLC Steering Committee to organize and draft language for interim visit
and assurance argument

Spring
• President presents final budget priorities to campus and Board of Regents
• Online orientation available for contingent faculty
• Contingent faculty evaluations, fall 2017: Due by February 15
• Ongoing Power of Service events of training to improve services
• Executive Management Team reports accomplishments to Executive Strategic Plan and updates
plan as necessary
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• President communicates mission accomplishments through weekly e-mails to campus
• Annual mission accomplishments document created by Executive Management Team and distributed to campus and Board of Regents
• Regular meetings of the Strategic Planning Steering Committee
•Quarterly update to Board on finances and upcoming FY19 audit
• Quarterly meetings of Campus Budget and Finance Committee
• Presentation on retention, persistence, and completion data to campus and Board of Regents
• Ongoing meetings of the Retention Advisory Committee and Matriculation Task Force to address
the retention and enrollment plans
• Report to Board on any audit findings
• Reports on accreditation to Executive Management Team and Board of Regents
• Campuswide forum on accreditation
• Highlands sends team to annual HLC conference
• Academic Affairs holds regularly scheduled program reviews on a five-year cycle
• Provost/VPAA and VP-SEM prepare report on service at the centers, including services provided by
the customer relations coordinator, for presentation to the Executive Management Team and Board
of Regents
• Academic and co-curricular units analyze data for outcomes assessment and submit to the Office of
Institutional Effectiveness and Research
• Regular meetings of the HLC Steering Committee to organize and draft language for interim visit
and assurance argument
Summer
• Contingent faculty evaluations, spring 2017: Due by June 15th
• Contingent faculty evaluations utilized in hiring/renewal decisions
• Contingent Faculty Handbook distributed to all new contingent faculty at time of contract
• Report to Board on how any audit findings have been resolved
• Regular meetings of the Strategic Planning Steering Committee
• Quarterly meetings of Campus Budget and Finance Committee
• Ongoing meetings of the Retention Advisory Committee and Matriculation Task Force to address
the retention and enrollment plans
• Academic and co-curricular units analyze data for outcomes assessment finalize reports, including
documentation of improvements made as warranted by the data, and submit to Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Research
• Regular meetings of the HLC Steering Committee to organize and draft language for interim visit
and assurance argument
Other Activities
• New regent training at the state level when new regents join the board
• Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges training and self-assessment every three
years (2016, 2019, etc.)
• Annual participation by the Highlands’ regents in the statewide Higher Education Regent Council
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• Participation in the HLC Persistence and Completion Academy (2017-2021)
• Members of the NMHU administration and faculty apply to become members of the HLC Peer Review
corps
• HU Future initiative launched and implemented (Spring 2018-Spring 2019)
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Power of Service: Customer Service Survey for Students
Results Summary
The Power of Service Team initiated a survey regarding service satisfaction to gather initial information to
measure our performance before and after launching the Power of Service Initiative in fall 2017. This survey
was sent to students by a global email on Tuesday, September 12, 2017. The email was sent to approximately
3,300 student email addresses. Between Tuesday, September 12 and Tuesday, September 25, 68 students
completed the survey. The survey results are summarized below. Comments from the survey are attached.

Question 1. Rate your overall satisfaction with the services you have obtained to this date as a
student at New Mexico Highlands University. (ê= not satisfied and êêêêê= very satisfied)
30
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êê

êêê

êêêê

êêêêê

The average rating from 68 respondents is 3.41 stars on a scale of 1 to 5.

Question 2. Has the service you have obtained to this date at New Mexico Highlands University
aligned with our values of excellence, responsiveness, accessibility and diversity?
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Yes
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Not Sure
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Power of Service: Customer Service Survey for Students
Results Summary
Question 3. Select the offices/departments/schools with which you have interacted with the most
and upon which have based your feedback. Select all that apply.
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Financial Aid

40

45
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43

Academic Department (Social Work, Business, Biology,…

33

Business Office

33

Admissions

28

Library

21

Registrar's Office

20

Graduate Office

17

Center Staff – Albuquerque

16

Academic Support

14

Academic Affairs Office

13

EOS (Educational Outreach Services/Desire2Learn )

11

Human Resources/Payroll

10

ARMAS

8

Center Staff – Santa Fe

8

Center Staff – Rio Rancho

7

Dean of Students Office

7

Accessibility Services

6

Career Services

6

HU CARES (Highlands University Center for Advocacy…

6

ITS (Information Services)

6

Campus Life and Conferences

5

Center Staff – Farmington

5

Purple Pub Computer Lab

5

Student Support Services

5

Housing and Student Conduct

4

Housing

4

Writing Center

4

Language Learning Center

3

Post Office

3

International Education Center

2

Police Security Services

2

Title V CONECTADO Office

2

Athletics

1

Welcome Center and Student Tours

1

Student Affairs Office

0

Testing Center

0
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Appendix D: 2016-2017 Contingent Faculty Evaluation Checklist

Contingent Faculty
Academic Year 2016-2017
Note: This list contains all contingent facultly who were instructors of record in 2016-2017.
Faculty are evaluated as per the contingent faculty handbook.
Observations and evaluations were to be been done over Fall 2016, Spring 2017, and Fall 2017,
to get all contingent faculty observed and evaluated.
Departments have until October 1, 2017, which syncs the contingent faculty evaluation process with
the tenured and tenure-track process, to complete obsevations and evaluations.
Key:
xxx = not teaching that semester
Annual = evaluated using the annual eval process, as tenured and tenure-track peers
Not returning = left university

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY
PER-COURSE FACULTY

@00192520
@00040971
@00282248
@00269076

Shah, Manoj
Tucker, Roy Keith
Duncan, Lucia
Gelzer, Stuart

TERM FACULTY

@00044498
@00186367
@00028586
@00198244
@00244584
@00166225
@00044314
@00200677
@00065836
@00221520
@00261244
@00133121
@00166086
@00248296

Romero, Mary
Temple, Tracy A
Vigil, Donna
Anderson, Heath
Castillo-Tovar, Neyli
Quillien, Jane
Romero, Carla
Zollner, Melanie
Leger, Nicolas T.
Phelps, Charles
Sanchez, Rodney
Addario, Lauren
Lee, Jonathan
Cohen, Stan

Fall 2016
Evaluation

Accounting
Finance
Media Arts
Media Arts

✓
✓
✓
✓

Accounting
Accounting
Accounting
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business Law
Management
Management Info Systems
Media Arts
Software & System Design
Technology

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
PER-COURSE FACULTY

@00100969
@00244356
@00258442
@00217368
@00282760
@00027122
@00231773
@00021873
@00257248
@00283051
@00249494
@00279891

Berman, Diane
Best, Daniel E
Boschelli, Mark
Buckles, Jason
Froyd, Donald "Rick"
Damian, Glenn
Griffin, Jill C
Lopez, Melissa
Miller, Lori A
Monachello, Ronald J
Trujillo, Margi
Valdez, Deanna

Spring 2017
Evaluation

Counseling
Counseling
Counseling
Counseling
Counseling
Counseling
Counseling
Counseling
Counseling
Counseling
Counseling
Counseling

Annual Eval

Fall 2016
Evaluation

Observation
Not returning
Fall 2016
Fall 2017
Fall 2016

Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2017
Fall 2017

Spring 2017
Evaluation
✓
✓

✓
xxx
xxx
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
xxx
✓

Observation
Fall 2017
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
✓
Fall 2017
✓
Fall 2017
xxx
Fall 2016
xxx
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Not teaching AY18
Fall 2016

1/20/2018
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@00243021
@00041714
@00282776
@00020216
@00280669
@00284312
@00280887
@00254041
@00214914
@00276420
@00187921
@00271847
@00187965
@00269455
@00036441

Fessinger, Rosemary
Martinez, Lorraine
Vallejo, Pedro
Rindone, Richard
Park, KwangJong
Pena, Amerida
Scott, Patrick
Galvan, Lorena
Harrison, Aline
Chavez, Anissa A
Alvarez, Zoe A
Ellingson, Charlotte A
Gutierrez, Claudia L
Lanoy-Sandoval, Kim M
Mathews, Billie G

TERM FACULTY

@00207634
@00260321
@00185053
@00283995
@00209656

Dziekan, Kathryn
Morad-McCoy, Michael
O'Brien, Michael
Buchanan-Farmer, Melani
Taback-Keene, Janis

Curriculum & Instruction
ECME
EDLD
GNED
GNED
GNED
GNED
RDED
RDED
Special Education
Special Education
Special Education
Special Education
Special Education
Special Education

PER-COURSE FACULTY

@00279355
@00244119
@00173931
@00222265
@00159016
@00136782
@00197405
@00147732
@00280834
@00275978
@00271674
@00271419
@00184841
@00190035
@00276092
@00065079
@00067072
@00047261
@00034866
@00215195
@00208544
@00285667
@00284098
@00282760
@00153074
@00157196
@00271327
@00271589
@00279356
@00177220
@00177985
@00283994

Abeita, Andrea
Acevedo, Marcela
Adams, Angela
Aragon, Megan
Aviva, Ariel
Baca, Michelle
Baldwin, Jaqlyn
Benallyson Benson, Carolyn
Bultema, Erin
Camp, Sarah M
Carlson, Kristine
Carrillo, Kristine
Castenell, Michael
Cordova, Francisca L
Cordova, Yolanda
Culpepper, Maribeth
Dantis, John P
Davidson-Arellano, Elizabeth
DeHerrera, Nicole
Deleon, Nathan
Delgado, Herman
Dettman, Cynthia
Ellis, Amilya N
Froyd, Donald "Rick"
Garcia, Nikole
Gomez, Albert
Hager, Sovereign
Hine, Wendy
Jaramillo, Minda
Kriechman, Avron
Ma'ayan, Emet
Manning, Allen

Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016

✓
✓

xxx

✓
✓
xxx
xxx

✓
✓
xxx

Counseling
Counseling
Counseling
Curriculum and Instruction
Education
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Fall 2016
Spring 2017
Fall 2016
Spring 2017
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Not returning
Spring 2017
Spring 2017
Fall 2016
Spring 2017
Spring 2017
Spring 2017
Spring 2017
Fall 2016

✓
xxx

✓

Fall 2016
Evaluation
xxx

Spring 2017
Evaluation
✓
✓
xxx
✓
xxx

✓
✓
xxx
xxx
xxx
✓
xxx
xxx
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
xxx
✓
✓
xxx
xxx
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

xxx

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
xxx
xxx
xxx

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Observation
Spring 2017
Spring 2017
Not returning
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Spring 2017
Spring 2017
Spring 2017
Fall 2016
Spring 2017
Spring 2017
Fall 2016
Fall 2017
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Not returning
Fall 2016
Fall 2017
Spring 2017
Spring 2017
Spring 2017
Spring 2017
Fall 2016
Fall 2017
Fall 2016
Not teaching AY18
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2017
Spring 2017
Fall 2016

1/20/2018
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@00263975
@00161049
@00234380
@00034776
@00068062
@00167706
@00125288
@00276119
@00169363
@00241052
@00148733
@00259085
@00273410
@00046770
@00269535
@00272480
@00231221
@00155168
@00263976
@00276139
@00212254
@00284100
@00153531
@00157520
@00276248
@00284099
@00108262
@00213599
@00269469
@00044876

Marshall, Laura
Martinez, David
McGlone, Janis R
Medina-Rogers, Rose
Mims-Dowling, Martha
Moreland, Rhonda
Oakes, Nena
Ollom, Michael
Padilla, Jennifer
Padilla, Jessica
Phillips, Bob
Quirk, Kathryn
Reid, Roxroy A
Rosen, Nancy
Schrader, Brent
Shannon, Linda
Sigal, Rebecca
Sisneros, John
Sperling, Gwen
Spinner, Christopher
Stacey, Charles
Stewart, Thomas
Tattershall, Mike
Thiedeman, Tamara
Wheeler, Deronda
Whitfield, Amy R
Woods, Kris
Wright, Miranda
Yen, Robert
Zuniga, Julie G

TERM FACULTY

@00040841
@00136782
@00266026
@00271420
@00034210
@00021622
@00231481
@00178102

Baca, Jeannette
Baca, Michelle
Begay, Pamela
Messex, Amy
Nelson, Anna
Rodda, Debra K
Tanner, Danita
Valles-Pedroza, Valerie

RETAINED TERM FACULTY

@00101610
@00147834

Barnas, Kevin
James, Suzen

Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work

Banner ID
@00260306
@00043604
@00233776
@00269820
@00251543
@00182873
@00047726
@00286037
@00207046

Name
Goff, Ronald
Johnsen, Jessica
Leyba, Jared
Fields, Larry
Hackett, Annie
Newfield, Melissa
Vigil, Sara
Allen-Reid, Debra
Miller, Brian

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Spring 2017
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016

xxx
xxx

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

xxx
xxx
✓

xxx
✓
xxx

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

xxx

Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work
Social Work

✓
xxx

Social Work
Social Work

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
PER-COURSE FACULTY

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Fall 2016
Spring 2017
Fall 2016
Spring 2017
Spring 2017
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Spring 2017
Fall 2016
Fall 2017
Not returning
Spring 2017
Fall 2016
Spring 2017
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Spring 2017
Not returning
Spring 2017
Spring 2017
Spring 2017
Fall 2016
Spring 2017
Fall 2016
Spring 2017
Spring 2017

✓
✓
✓

Discipline
Computer Science
Computer Science
Computer Science
English
English
English
English
Forestry
Forestry

Annual Eval

Fall 2016
Evaluation

Spring 2017
Evaluation
✓

xxx
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
xxx
xxx

Not returning

Observation
Spring 2017
Fall 2017
Fall 2016
Fall 2017
xxx
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
xxx
Fall 2016
xxx
Fall 2016
Not returning
Not returning

1/20/2018
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@00286076
@00206688
@00266412
@00271460
@00274762
@00260315
@00023757
@00023755
@00116350
@00225423
@00022305
@00265003
@00284242
@00276290
@00284055
@00284170
@00284170
@00064253
@00240959
@00209230
@00201885
@00032645
@00284252

Sloan, Joshua
Leroy, C.H. Pete
Lovato, Sophia
Marshall, Michael A.
White, Kimberly A.
Benedict, Ronald
Woodlee, Donald
King, Linda
Martinez, Karliz D
Rickless, Regina
Bolton, Bonnie
Bradley-Ortiz, Jacqueline
Davenport, Cara
Gabaldon, Yvonne
Khalsa, Siri Guru Nam
Griego, Henrietta
Lay, Diane
McCaffrey, Joseph
Jarvis, Julia
Bustos, Leon
Trujillo, Rianne
Crespin, Patricia
Cohen, James

TERM FACULTY

@00021427
@00100208
@00284161
@00242866
@00280668
@00136458
@00123971
@00040849
@00042844
@00269491
@00204951
@00280471
@00282542
@00202809
@00269444
@00044134
@00269276
@00198748
@00218863
@00036224
@00284166
@00100715
@00275040
@00269627

Lobdell, Shereen
Litherland, Carol
Hinshaw, Sara
Shepherd, Jan
Widgeon, Scarlett
Rossetti, Monica
Farr, Natalie
Mondragon, Ishmael
Rudolph, Aaron
Biggs, James
Dappen, Patricia
Reilly, Michelle
Tsatsaros, Julie
Jaremko-Wright, William
Alford, Kenneth
Martinez, Carlos
Stovall, Kazumi
Harrington, Ashlyn
Zoernig, Kevin
Hurtado, Beatrice
Arfai, Nariman
Russell, Gerald
Tracy, Sarah
Silber, Linda

RETAINED TERM FACULTY

@00010118
@00207695
@00207226
@00010185
@00206678
@00261299
@00164698

Nelson, Ben
Weatherburn, Stephen
Zebrowski, Joseph
Romero, Eric
Williams, Susan
Velasquez-Torres, Carlos
Evans, Don

Forestry
Health
Health
Health
Health
HPS
Math
Music
Music
Music
Nursing
Nursing
Nursing
Nursing
Nursing
PE
PE
Physics
Psychology
Psychology
Software System Design
Speech
Visual Arts

Art
ASL
Biology
Chemistry
Chemistry
CJ/Sociology
English
English
English
Forestry
Forestry
Forestry
Forestry
Geology
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Music
Music
Nursing
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
Sociology

Biology
English
Forestry
Language & Culture
Nursing
Spanish
Speech & Theatre

xxx

✓
✓
✓

Not returning

Not returning
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
Not returning
Not returning
✓
xxx
✓
✓
✓
✓
xxx
✓
✓

Spring 2017
Fall 2017
Fall 2017
Not returning

xxx
Not returning
Not returning
xxx
Not returning
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2017
Fall 2017
xxx
Not returning
xxx
Not returning
Fall 2017

xxx
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
Annual Eval
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
Annual Eval

Annual Eval
Annual Eval
✓
✓
Retired Fall 2016
✓
Annual Eval

Fall 2017
Fall 2017
Not returning
Spring 2017
Fall 2017
Fall 2016
Fall 2016

Fall 2017
Fall 2017
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fal 2016
Spring 2017
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
Spring 2017
Spring 2017
Spring 2017

Fall 2016
Fall 2017
Fall 2017

1/20/2018
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Brandon K2017-2018 Contingent Faculty Evaluations
AppendixKempner,
E: E-mail Regarding
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Gonzales, Roxanne
Sunday, January 21, 2018 5:02 PM
Lail, Warren K; Padilla-Vigil, Virginia S; Duran, Cristina; Taylor, William S
Kempner, Brandon K; Ortega-Mathis, Prescilla S; Spicer, Denice K
DEADLINE: Contingent Faculty Evaluations

Importance:

High

Greetings Deans,
Please recall at our meeting this last week that I announced a deadline for the completion of all contingent
faculty evaluations for AY 17/18. That deadline is a set for February 15, 2018. Please ensure that your
chairs are aware of this deadline and faculty are aware of this deadline. As per the Contingent Faculty
Handbook please see pages 21 -25. My office needs a signed copy of the form on page 25. Please ensure that
there are comments to support the rating. Also, I do read the comments and if I have questions I’ll bring them
up in our one-on-one meeting.
Best regards,
Roxanne
Dr. Roxanne M. Gonzales
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Office of Academic Affairs
New Mexico Highlands University
Box 9000, Las Vegas, N.M. 87701
505.454.3194 | FAX 505.454.3558
***********************************************************
Confidentiality Notice:
This electronic mail transmission, including any accompanying attachments, is intended solely for its authorized recipient(s). If you
are not the intended recipient, please be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this message is
strictly prohibited. If you received this transmission in error, immediately contact the sender and delete the contents and attachments
of this message.
Note to recipient: This is an unsecured email service which is not intended for sending confidential or highly sensitive information.
Confidential or highly sensitive information includes, but is not limited to, payment card information, social security numbers, and
account numbers.
*************************************************************
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Appendix F: Customer Relations Coordinator Summary, Fall 2017

Summary: Customer Relations Coordinator Position

Prepared January 2018
The Customer Relations Coordinator (CRC) position was developed with the goal of providing an additional
layer of support for students at Highlands University. The main role of the CRC is to serve as a one-stop-shop
call center that also serves as a student ombudsman, helping students from all NMHU campuses resolve issues
or concerns via phone, email, online inquiry, or personal visit. The position was filled in fall 2017.
The CRC continues to participate in trainings with departments on campus to learn basic, and sometimes
more complex, processes to ensure that student advisement provided by the Customer Relations Office is
accurate and consistent. Training has taken place with the Admissions, Academic Support, International
Education, Housing, Dean of Students, Academic Affairs Offices and many more. The CRC is also taking
part in meetings with the academic departments on campus to learn more about the programs Highlands
University offers in an attempt to aid in recruitment efforts. More than fifteen training hours between the
CRC and departments on campus have taken place thus far. The CRC has also been granted view access
to several Banner forms to allow the ability to provide students with immediate, up-to-date information
regarding their individual student file. To ensure that service is provided to students at Highlands University’s Centers in Albuquerque, Rio Rancho, Farmington, and Santa Fe campuses, as well as those attending courses online, methods of communication have been developed to make contact with the Customer
Relations Coordinator as easy as possible.
• A phone line was created for direct access to the Customer Relations Coordinator: 505-454-3006
• An email address, specific to access to the Customer Relations Office, was created: studentelp@
nmhu.edu.
• An online inquiry portal has been created and is easily accessible to students via the NMHU website. With only two clicks, students are guided to a form in which they can electronically submit
their inquiry or concern (http://www.nmhu.edu/student-concern-request/).
• The CRC participates in monthly visits to each of the center campuses. This provides the opportunity for in-person communication with students that have concerns.
• In partnership with the University Relations Office, audio recording about important information
on campus, such as deadlines and upcoming events, are currently being created to replace the hold
music heard by callers that are placed on hold while contacting the university. These messages will
allow for more communication to our current and prospective students.
• An online chat system is currently in development to provide yet another source of communication
with the Customer Relations Office.
• A video, introducing and explaining the role and availability of the CRC, will soon be recorded and
viewable to students attending courses online.
The Customer Relations Office was created, first and foremost, to assist students at the statewide Centers;
however, the Las Vegas campus students have also taken advantage of the services provided. The largest
sources of communication being utilized by students are contact by telephone and email, including the online inquiry portal. About twenty-eight percent of those assisted are coming into the Customer Relations
Office in-person or taking advantage of the center campus visits. Since the development of the Customer
Relations Office in October 2017, the Customer Relations Coordinator has assisted over 130 students.
Seventy-nine, or fifty-eight percent, of the students reaching out to the CRC for assistance are from the Albuquerque, Rio Rancho, Farmington, and Santa Fe campuses or attending courses online. Center students
that have been assisted are comprised of 51percent graduate students, 48percent undergraduate students.
Eight percent of students reaching out for assistance are attending courses online. Lastly, more undergraduate students than graduate students are reaching out for assistance.
The most commonly encountered student inquiries and concerns are related to the Financial Aid, BusiPage 44
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ness Office, and Registrar’s Offices. After initial assistance is provided, follow-up is conducted until there
is resolution. Examples of student inquiries that do not require follow-up include students ensuring their
financial aid is in place for the new semester and confirming they are enrolled. Examples of student inquiries that do require a follow-up include students awaiting the set-up of an online payment plan system and
notification of the availability of bookstore services online. The Customer Relations Coordinator has developed a system to electronically track student interactions and outcomes for the purpose of weekly, monthly, end of term, and annual reporting. This information is being collected to identify ways to improve select
services in departments across campus.
In addition to assisting students, the Customer Relations Coordinator is assisting the Office of Strategic
Enrollment Management in collecting data to increase student enrollment and retention. The CRC has
participated in five trainings with the National Student Clearinghouse (NSC) to learn ways in which to
better collect data from its database. More training sessions will be attended as they are made available.
Using the NSC, student data and research in regards to student transfer trends is being collected and
compiled for review. A second enrollment and retention initiative the CRC will task is identifying former
Highlands’ students who left the university with a high number of credits and who never completed their
degree. With this data, the CRC will target that particular group of students and reach out to them to provide counsel and discuss the possibility of their return to Highlands to complete their program of study.
The development of the Customer Relations Office has allowed for the availability of additional support
services to students and research to be conducted to further expand recruitment and retention efforts. The
Customer Relations Coordinator will continue to be available to students from all Highlands’ campuses
and participate in professional development to continually improve the services provided to our students
in an effective and efficient manner. The Customer Relations Office is dedicated to the success of students
at Highlands University.
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NM Highlands University Enrollment Opportunities
Executive Summary
Submitted by Dr. Roxanne M. Gonzales

New Mexico Highlands University (NMHU) has its roots as a normal school founded in 1893 to train
teachers. Today NMHU still offers degrees in education but as a regional comprehensive university our
offerings span undergraduate and graduate degrees utilizing a variety of delivery modes. In a similar vein,
NMHU serves three distinct student populations:
Traditional students ages 18 – 24; these students take their classes at the Las Vegas campus and either commute or live on campus, most are full time.
Post-traditional undergraduate students ages 24 and over; these students take their classes at centers, online, and other modalities such as Zoom. Most of these students are part time and are typically enrolled in
professional programs such as Social Work, Education, Business, Psychology, Criminal Justice etc.
Graduate students (also considered post-traditional learners); graduate students fall in two categories:
Professional programs, often part time students taking their classes at centers, online, and Zoom. Programs that fall in this area are Social Work, MBA, Counseling, and Education.
Traditional smaller programs offered at the Las Vegas campus. These students are typically full time and
study in areas such as Chemistry, Biology, and Natural Sciences etc.
NMHU is experiencing limited growth at the Las Vegas campus with our traditional student population.
The situation is not helped by the projections for lower high school graduates in northern New Mexico.
The question is where can NMHU gain enrollments? Can NMHU continue to depend on the enrollments
from traditionally aged students as its primary population? Given that NMHU already serves two student populations, post-traditional undergraduates and graduate, that are trending upward in enrollments
nationally, it is apparent that NMHU is well placed to set in motion an enrollment management plan to
expand programming and delivery modes that accommodate these populations.
When totaled, Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Rio Rancho, Roswell, and Farmington make up 23.29percent of our
total credit hours, online currently generates 22.54percent of our enrollment; combined, the centers and
online credit hours make up 45.83percent of enrollments at NMHU.
According to the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) part-time student enrollments have
risen by 19 percent between 2002 and 2012, additionally the number of those students over the age of 25
increased by 35 percent (NCES, 2015). Estimates of individuals with some college credit but no degree
range from 30 – 35 million (Erisman & Steele, 2015), post-traditional learners therefore are a viable student demographic warranting the attention of higher education institutions.
Participation in distance learning has increased steadily over the last decade although now in the single digit
as opposed to the first 15 years where increases were in double digits. Students engaged in distance learning
does however continue to increase annually with 30 percent of students now engaging in some form of distance learning nationally with an overall increase of 3.9 percent nationally for distant learning from 2015 to
2016 (Allen & Seaman, 2017). At the undergraduate level, students enrolled in distance only programs is 14.3
percent and graduate distance only students, at 23.3 percent (Allen & Seaman, 2017; NCES, 2015).
In New Mexico for 2012, 12.9 percent of students were enrolled in distance only courses and programs of
which 12.1 percent are undergraduates and 20.4 are graduate students. Eighteen percent were enrolled
in a combination of distance and on-ground, and 69.4 percent of students were not engaged in distance
learning (NCES, 2015). Additionally, in 2012, the southwest region saw 40.8 percent of students taking
their distance classes in-state while 57.4 percent are taking their distance classes from an out of state provider (NCES, 2015).
Overall, online is an area that continues to grow and will stay one of the primary course/program delivery
models in higher education. The Online Learning Consortium (OLC) predicts that online enrollments
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will double by 2020 and expand into elementary and high schools. The expansion to elementary and high
school levels suggests that incoming college freshman will have a greater comfort level with online learning than students today and will expect to have courses in such a delivery mode. Additionally, OLC (2015)
suggests that one way for higher education institutions to enter the online environment to begin is by
scaling online offerings via an enterprise type model that will result in a reduction in overall costs.
Given the research on post-traditional and online projections, NMHU has a window of opportunity to
build upon its current enrollment initiatives of reaching out to post-traditional learners and to grow online
participation for degree completers and graduate students.

As Highlands moves in the direction of growing enrollments with post-traditional learners,
undergraduate and graduate, and increasing the online offerings it is important to step back and
assess the infrastructure, faculty support, academic programming, establish policies, student support systems, technology capabilities, marketing, and overall climate to be successful.
Competition for traditionally aged students is increasing due to fewer students graduating from
high school, as a results more institutions are seeking to increase enrollments through targeted
programs for the post-traditional and graduate students through online and other distance delivery modes. The window of opportunity for NMHU to take the lead in New Mexico is going to be
short, therefore if NMHU is going to make its move the time is now as we are primed to move to
the next level. The risk is low and because we have some experience from which to build, NMHU
can develop a model to reach these student populations based on best practice research.
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SUB 322
Zoom
SUB 321
Zoom
SUB 322
Zoom
SUB 322
Zoom
SUB 321
Zoom

10:00-11:00
or
2:00-3:00
10:00-11:00
or
2:00-3:00
10:00-11:00
or
2:00-3:00
10:00-11:00
or
2:00-3:00
10:00-11:00
or
2:00-3:00

Diana Marrs

Adele Ludi

Laird Thornton

Clarence Romero

Adrian Crespin

Crystal Romero

Carol Linder
Adam Bustos

Michelle Bencomo

NMHU - an inclusive campus, welcoming for all.
https://nmhu.zoom.us/j/762750632

ZOOM for Staff
https://nmhu.zoom.us/j/8202146443

Managing Email
https://nmhu.zoom.us/j/762750632

Phishing Email
https://nmhu.zoom.us/j/510690913

Verbal Judo
https://nmhu.zoom.us/j/762750632

Active Shooter Training
https://nmhu.zoom.us/j/510690913

Accounts Payable Policy and Procedures Travel
Policy and Procedures
https://nmhu.zoom.us/j/762750632
HU Photo Safari

Procurement Policies
https://nmhu.zoom.us/j/762750632

Closing the Loop - Responsiveness, FollowUp, and Positive Communication
https://nmhu.zoom.us/j/510690913

1/25/18

1/25/18

2/22/18

2/22/18

3/22/18

3/22/18

4/26/18

4/26/18

5/24/18

5/24/18

SUB 322
Zoom

Description

At NMHU, we shouldn't strive to provide good customer service. We should strive to
provide excellent customer service. Are we doing everything we can to give our students the
best experience? During this session we'll evaluate our individual customer service style and
review ways we can improve our individual and campus-wide communication and
responsiveness so students know we care.

NMHU Purchasing-Beat the Lines: Tips to Efficient Purchasing.

Team up to discover the inner workings of Highlands University. Put on your comfy shoes
and come prepared to explore Highlands

This presentation will brief faculty/staff on the correct Policy and Procedures for Accounts Payable
and Travel. It will also help clarify any misconceptions on the Accounts Payable and Travel Policy
and Procedures.

Active Shooter/Active Threat Awareness Training

Verbal Judo De-escalation Awareness Training

Learn how to spot, avoid, and protect yourself from spam/phishing attacks. Understand
how these malicious attacks are used to target and acquire sensitive and/or personal
information by pretending to be a trustworthy organization or source

Learn tips and tricks for effective communication through email, keeping email organized, and
getting the full benefit of Outlook 2016. Learn how to set an Out of Office Reply message, use your
calendar, and more.

Learn how to effectively use ZOOM video conferencing software for online meetings with coworkers and with students. This training session will cover ZOOM basics and tips and tricks
for ZOOM meetings.

First impressions matter – especially on the first day of arrival on a college campus. Students arrive
with a mix of emotions such as excitement, nervousness, and fear among other emotions. The
reasons vary from student to student, but students tend to feel anxious due to all the unknown
buildings, processes, and new faces that make up their new college experience. This is not
necessarily a bad thing; some anxiety is normal, even healthy. However, we as an institution can do a
lot to ensure their university experience is welcoming when they visit our campus.

A Certificate of Completion and Gift Card will be provided to each participant who attends 10 events between September 2017-August 2018.

To recommend a topic, please contact Laird: lthornton@nmhu.edu

Each topic will be presented twice per day, and will be available via Zoom.

10:00-11:00
or
2:00-3:00

SUB 321
Zoom

Campus wide

SUB 321
Zoom

SUB 321
Zoom

10:00-11:00
or
2:00-3:00

Crystal Burch, Michelle
Bencomo & Jessica
Jaramillo

10:00-11:00
or
2:00-3:00
10:00-11:00
or
2:00-3:00
10:00-11:00
or
2:00-3:00

Location

Times Offered

Presenter(s)

Event

Date

Spring 2018

Power of Service Events

Appendix H: Power of Service Events, Spring 2018
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Appendix I: List of Co-curricular Outcomes Assessment Meetings, Academic Year 2017-2018

List of Co-curricular Outcomes Assessment Meetings, Academic Year
2017-2018
• August 3, 2017 Co-Curricular Outcomes Assessment Peer Review Session

• August 11, 2017 Evolution of Co-Curricular Outcomes Assessment Evaluation Presentation
(Faculty Development Week)
• September 25, 2017 Co-Curricular Outcomes Assessment Committee Meeting
• October 16, 2017 Co-Curricular Outcomes Assessment Committee Meeting
• November 20, 2017 Co-Curricular Outcomes Assessment Committee Meeting
• December 8, 2017 Meeting with Chair of Outcomes Assessment Committee
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Kempner,
Brandon KDeadlines for Co-Curricular Assessment, 2017-2018 Cycle
Appendix
J: E-mail Regarding
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Blea, Kimberly J
Monday, January 29, 2018 9:36 AM
Applegate-Aguilar, Casey A; Rivera, Gilbert D; Pacheco, Benito M; Geffroy, Julia R;
Garcia, Ronald S; Gonzales, Margaret; Broughton, Leslie A; Gallegos, Juan M; Vargas
Blanco, Edgar M; Marquez, Phillip J; Delgado, Everett; Williamson, Ian; Jenkins,
Katherine A
Kempner, Brandon K
Co-Curricular Outcomes Assessment Timeline AY 2017-2018

Good morning colleagues,
Below is a timeline for completing and closing the loop on the Co‐Curricular Outcomes Assessment cycle for Academic
Year 2017‐2018:
 January 2018 through May 2018‐Data Collection
 June 30, 2018‐Assessment Reports Due (Submit to OIER Director and copy to me)
 July 15, 2018‐Tentative peer review session
 August 10, 2018‐Tentative CCOA and Outcomes Assessment Committee Joint Meeting
Please note that we will also be scheduling a data workshop to help support you in your data collection efforts when Dr.
Allard, the new OIER Director starts.
Also, below are dates for CCOA Committee meetings for the spring 2018 semester. I will send a meeting invite to
committee members.
 February 15, 2018
 March 15, 2018
 April 12, 2018
 May 17, 2018
 June 14, 2018
Please let me know if there are any questions.
Best wishes,
Kim
Dr. Kimberly J. Blea | Dean of Students
New Mexico Highlands University
Box 9000, Las Vegas, New Mexico 87701
505.454.3020|Fax 505.426.2028
deanofstudents@nmhu.edu
www.nmhu.edu
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Responsible for Collection
Collection Date
Responsible for Analyzing Responsible for strategy, development, & implementation
OIER
Census Day Falll and Spring
RAC
RAC, FA*
OIER
Spring Census Day
RAC
RAC, FA*
OIER
Fall Census Day
RAC
RAC, FA*
OIER
End of each Term
RAC
RAC, FA*
OIER
End of Summer Term
RAC
RAC, FA*
OIER
Census Day Falll and Spring
RAC
RAC, FA*
OIER
Spring Census Day
RAC
RAC, FA*
OIER
Fall Census Day
RAC
RAC, FA*
OIER
Spring Census Day
RAC
RAC, FA*
OIER
Fall Census Day
RAC
RAC, FA*
OIER
End of each Term
RAC
RAC, FA*
OIER
End of Summer Term
RAC
RAC, FA*
OIER
End of Summer Term
RAC
RAC, FA*
OIER
End of Summer Term
RAC
RAC, FA*
OIER
Fall Census Day
RAC and Strategy Team
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
OIER
Fall Census Day
RAC and Strategy Team
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
OIER
Fall Census Day
RAC and Strategy Team
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
OIER
Fall Census Day
RAC and Strategy Team
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
OIER
Fall Census Day
RAC and Strategy Team
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
OIER
Fall Census Day
RAC and Strategy Team
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
OIER
Fall Census Day
RAC and Strategy Team
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
OIER
Fall Census Day
RAC and Strategy Team
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
OIER
Fall Census Day
RAC and Strategy Team
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
OIER
Fall Census Day
RAC and Strategy Team
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
OIER
Fall Census Day
RAC and Strategy Team
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
OIER
Fall Census Day
RAC and Strategy Team
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
OIER
End of Fall Term
RAC
FYE, FA* and RAC
OIER
Spring Census Day
RAC
FYE, FA* and RAC
*FA = Functional Areas

Table 1. Data Collection and Analysis Schedule
Date of Implementation
NA
Beginning Spring
Beginning Fall
NA
Beginning Fall
NA
Beginning Spring
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall
NA
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall
Beginning Fall

Responsible tracking Implementation Date of Tracking
RAC, FA*
NA
RAC, FA*
Ongoing
RAC, FA*
Ongoing
RAC, FA*
NA
RAC, FA*
Ongoing
RAC, FA*
NA
RAC, FA*
Ongoing
RAC, FA*
Ongoing
RAC, FA*
Ongoing
RAC, FA*
Ongoing
RAC, FA*
NA
RAC, FA*
Ongoing
RAC, FA*
Ongoing
RAC, FA*
Ongoing
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
Ongoing
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
Ongoing
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
Ongoing
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
Ongoing
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
Ongoing
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
Ongoing
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
Ongoing
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
Ongoing
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
Ongoing
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
Ongoing
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
Ongoing
RAC, FA*, and Strategy Team
Ongoing
FYE, FA* and RAC
Ongoing
FYE, FA* and RAC
Ongoing

The below table indicates the parties responsible for data collection, collection dates, and parties responsible for analysis and implementation of strategies.

On January 12, 2018 the Retention Advisory Council (RAC) met and approved the key enrollment indicators (KEIs) and a schedule that includes the responsible
parties for collecting, analyzing, developing and implementing strategies, and disseminating reports to the campus community. This document is a snapshot of the KEI
schedule and examples of KEI data tables, which were approved by the RAC and Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Research (OIER) January 25, 2018. These
KEIs will be used for future collection and analysis of retention and completion data and implementation of strategies and progress tracking following the Plan, Do,
Study, Act (PDSA) cycle, as indicated in the 2017-2018 Retention Update document.

Snapshot of NMHU Key Enrollment Indicators for Retention and Completion
Prepared by Edward Martinez and Casey Applegate-Aguilar
Spring 2018

Appendix K: Snapshot Key Enrollment Indicators for Retention and Completion, Spring 2018
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n/a
73.5%

Target Fall-to-Spring Percent Retention

Actual Percent Fall-to-Spring Retention
72.1%

70.9%

77.0%*

379

2009

78.1%

77.0%*

320

2010

72.2%

77.0%*

414

2011

75.0%

77.0%*

424

2012

45.8%

45.3%

53.0%*
48.3%

53.0%*

379

2009

50.6%

53.0%*

320
55.3%

53.0%*

414

2011

17.2%

18.4%

Actual 6-Year Completion

*Reported to Legislative Finance Committee

20.0%*

20.0%*

6-year Completion target

n/a
8.0%

n/a
8.6%

437

347

Actual 4-Year Completion

2008

2007

4-year Completion target

Fall Cohort
Fall Cohort Size

17.9%

20.0%*

6.0%

n/a

379

2009

48.4%

53.0%*

349

2013

22.2%

20.0%*

10.0%

n/a

320

2010

22.2%

20.0%*

8.0%

n/a

414

2011

20.0%*

10.4%

n/a

424

2012

20.0%

10.9%

n/a

349

2013

275

20.0%

9.0%

275

2014

52.4%

53.0%*

Historical Completion Percentages and Targets

First-Time, Full-Time Freshman Students

47.2%

53.0%*

424

2012

2014

77.5%

Percent Fall-to-Fall (Third Semester) Retention
2010

Table 5. Historical Completion and Target Rates – First-Time, Full-Time Freshman Students

*Reported to Legislative Finance Committee

53.0%*

437

347

Actual Percent Fall-to-Fall Retention

2008

2007

Target Fall-to-Fall Percent Retention

Fall Cohort
Fall Cohort Size

275

2014
78.0%*

Historical Retention Percentages and Targets

First-Time, Full-Time Freshman Students

75.4%

78.0%*

349

2013

Percent Fall-to-Spring (Second Semester) Retention

Table 3. Historical Retention Rates and Targets – Fall-to-Fall First-Time, Full-Time Freshman Students

*Reported to Legislative Finance Committee

437

347
n/a

2008

2007

Fall Cohort
Fall Cohort Size

Historical Retention Percentages and Targets

First-Time, Full-Time Freshman Students

Table 2. Historical Retention Rates and Targets – Fall-to-Spring First-Time, Full-Time Freshman Students

22.0%

9.5%

298

2015

52.7%

53.0%*

298

2015

74.8%

78.0%*

298

2015

23.9%

9.9%

312

2016

45.2%

53.0%*

312

2016

72.1%

78.0%*

312

2016

25.0%

10.5%

2017

53.0%*

254

2017

78.0%*

254

2017

25.5%

11.0%

2018

54.0%

2018

78.0%

2018

26%

11.5%

2019

55.0%

2019

79.0%

2019

2020

26.5%

12.0%

2020

56.7%

2020

80.0%

Data to track first-time, full-time degree-seeking freshman (FFF) retention and completion will be collected by OIER on the dates scheduled. Data will be
subsequently analyzed by the RAC and will be used to complete the fall-to-spring and fall-to-fall retention and completion tables below for all fall-admitted FFF
students. The RAC will yearly adjust the retention targets for the upcoming years based on the new actual rate, regional institutional rates, and national rates as
reported by the ACT Data File for similar institutions.

Example First-Time, Full-Time, Degree-Seeking Freshman Student KEIs and Goals

Appendix K: Snapshot Key Enrollment Indicators for Retention and Completion, Spring 2018
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79.3%

n/a

318

2009

83.0%

n/a

340
79.1%

n/a

368

2011

78.0%

n/a

390

2012

79.5%

n/a

380

2013

78.4%

n/a

366

2014

Percent Fall-to-Spring (Second Semester) Retention
2010

80.2%

n/a

410

2015

77.0%

n/a

395

2016

69.1%

73.5%

n/a

298

262
n/a

2008

2007

66.1%

n/a

318

2009

66.5%

n/a

340

2010

64.1%

n/a

368

2011

67.7%

n/a

390

2012

65.3%

n/a

380

2013

Percent Fall-to-Fall (Third Semester) Retention

n/a
8.0%
n/a
25.0%

Actual 2-Year Completion

Target 4-Year Completion

Actual 4-Year Completion

112

Fall Transfer Cohort Size

Target 2-Year Completion

2007

Fall Cohort

24.5%

n/a

6.3%

n/a

143

2008

21.8%

n/a

10.6%

n/a

142

2009

66.4%

n/a

366

2014

71.2%

n/a

410

2015

26.5%

n/a

7.1%

n/a

155

17.8%

n/a

3.4%

n/a

146

20.4%

n/a

4.9%

n/a

142

17.6%

n/a

4.6%

n/a

131

21.0%

5.8%

n/a

120

Historical Completion Percentages and Targets
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

22.0%

16.8%

n/a

107

2015

First-Time Transfer Students Entering without an Associate's Degree

Table 14. Historical Completion Rates and Targets – First-Time Transfer Students without Associate’s Degree

Actual Percent Fall-to-Fall Retention

Target Fall-to-Fall Retention

Fall Cohort
Fall Cohort Size

Historical Retention Percentages and Targets

First-Time Transfer Students

23.0%

17.0%

2016

65.6%

n/a

395

2016

Table 8. Historical Retention Rates and Targets – First-Time Transfer Students Fall-to-Fall (3rd Semester) Retention (full-time and part-time)

85.9%

n/a

n/a

Target Fall-to-Spring Retention
82.8%

298

262

Actual Percent Fall-to-Spring Retention

2008

2007

Fall Cohort
Fall Cohort Size

Historical Retention Percentages and Targets

First-Time Transfer Students

Table 7. Historical Retention Rates and Targets – First-time Transfer Students Fall-to-Spring (2nd Semester) Retention (full-time and part-time)

24.0%

17.5%

2017

71.0%

2017

80.0%

2017

25.0%

18.0%

2018

72.0%

2018

81.0%

2018

26.0%

18.5%

2019

73.5%

2019

83.0%

2019

27.0%

19.0%

2020

75.0%

2020

85.0%

2020

Data to track transfer retention and completion will be collected by the OIER on the dates scheduled. Data will be subsequently analyzed by the RAC and will be used
to update the fall-to-spring and fall-to-fall retention and completion tables below for all transfer students, transfer students without Associate’s degree upon admission
to NMHU, and transfer students with Associate’s degree upon admission to NMHU. The RAC will yearly adjust the retention targets for the upcoming years based on
the new actual rate, regional institutional rates, and national rates as reported by the ACT Data File for similar institutions.

Example First-Time Transfer Student KEIs and Goals

Appendix K: Snapshot Key Enrollment Indicators for Retention and Completion, Spring 2018
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n/a
32.0%
n/a
61.3%

Actual 2-Year Completion

Target 4-Year Completion

Actual 4-Year Completion

150

Fall Transfer Cohort Size

Target 2-Year Completion

2007

Fall Cohort

68.4%

n/a

41.9%

n/a

155

2008

61.4%

n/a

33.5%

n/a

176

2009

66.5%

n/a

33.0%

n/a

185

67.6%

n/a

40.5%

n/a

222

62.9%

n/a

38.3%

n/a

248

70.7%

n/a

42.6%

n/a

219

71.0%

50.4%

n/a

246

Historical Completion Percentages and Targets
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

71.5%

48.2%

n/a

303

2015

First-Time Transfer Students Entering with Associate's Degree

Table 15. Historical Completion Rates and Targets – First-Time Transfer Students with Associate’s Degree

72.0%

50.5%

2016

72.5%

51.0%

2017

73.0%

51.5%

2018

73.5%

52.0%

2019

74.0%

52.5%

2020

Appendix K: Snapshot Key Enrollment Indicators for Retention and Completion, Spring 2018
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Appendix L: Snapshot of NMHU Freshmen and Transfer Student Retention and Completion Rates, 2018

Snapshot of NMHU Freshmen and Transfer Student Retention and Completion Rates
prepared by Interim VPSEM Edward Martinez
Updated January 22, 2018 (Spring 2018)
Effective August 31, 2016, New Mexico Highlands University was placed on probation by our accreditor, the
Higher Learning Commission (HLC). Probation is a public status signifying that an accredited institution is
no longer in compliance with one or more of HLC’s Criteria for Accreditation. As stated in the HLC action
letter, Highlands must provide evidence that the institution has ameliorated the findings of non-compliance
identified in this action that resulted in the imposition of Probation, Probation Area Core Component 4.C.
Below are tables showing Highland’s historical retention and graduation rates for first time freshmen and first
time transfer students, as well as a brief discussion of recent factors that affect retention at Highlands
Table 1 and 2. NMHU student enrollment by campus and classification, census date Fall 2016 and 2017.
Enrollment by Campus
NMHU Enrollment
Fall 2016
Fall 2017
Fall 2016 Fall 2017
Las Vegas
2029
1878
New Students
Albuquerque
330
341
Full Time Freshmen
312
254
Rio Rancho
479
441
Part Time Freshmen
11
5
Santa Fe
275
241
Transfer
396
396
Farmington
278
231
Full Time Graduate
226
282
Roswell
23
26
Part Time Graduate
82
118
ITV
8
3
Total New
1027
1055
Online
40
114
Total Enrollment
3471
3284
Off-Campus
9
9
Total Head Count
3471
3284
Total Credit Hours
36,513
34,013

*To be revisited given most recent cohort data.
Source: NMHU Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Research.

Table 2. NMHU first time full time degree seeking student retention percentages.
First Time Full Time Freshmen Retention
2014
2015
2016
2017
Cohort Size
275
298
312
254
Fall to Spring
77.50%
74.80%
72.10%
78% (Target)*
Fall to Fall
52.40%
52.70%
45.20%
53% (Target)*
*To be revisited given most recent cohort data.
Source: NMHU Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Research

Table 3. NMHU first time transfer student retention percentages.
First Time Transfer Retention
2014
2015
2016
2017
Cohort Size
366
410
396
396
Fall to Spring
78%
80%
77%
80% (Target)*
Fall to Fall
66%
71%
65.60%
71% (Target)*
*To be revisited given most recent cohort data.
Source: NMHU Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Research

Table 4. NMHU first time full time degree seeking four and six year graduation percentages.
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Cohort Size
4-Year
6-Year

First Time Full Time Freshmen Graduation
2010
2011
2012
2013
320
414
424
349
10%
8%
10.40%
10.90%
22.20% 22.20%
20% (Target)*
20% (Target)*

*To be revisited when given most recent cohort data.
Source: NMHU Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Research

2014
275
9% (Target)*
20% (Target)*

Table 5. NMHU first time transfer student four and six year graduation percentages.
First Time Transfer Graduation
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Cohort Size
340
368
390
380
366
4-Year
38.80% 41.80%
43.10%
48.40%
49% (Target)*
6-Year
52.40% 50.80%
51% (Target)*
52% (Target)*
53% (Target)*
*To be revisited when given most recent cohort data.
Source: NMHU Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Research

Factors Affecting Retention:
In Fall 2016, NMHU's regional accreditor, the Higher Learning Commission (HLC) announced that
NMHU's accreditation status was changed to PROBATION. It is believed that such a change in status, the
public disclosures, increased tuition, and the overall reduction of college-bound students across New Mexico
are possible contributing factors to the decline in student enrollment and retention. Looking ahead, the
Office of Strategic Enrollment Management has continued to mature with improved practices and policies in
student engagement, retention, advisement, and the continuation of the first year experience program with
learning communities and college success course for freshmen. Additionally, a Campus Life initiative
program has created outdoor recreation opportunities and popular entertainment programs for the students.
Highlands is confident that these programs will have a positive effect on persistence, retention, and
completion in the years to come.
Retention Plan Goals
• Goal 1: Increase Persistence among Freshmen
• Goal 2: Increase Persistence among Transfer Students
• Goal 3: Increase Completion among Freshmen
• Goal 4: Increase Completion among Transfer Students
• Goal 5: Increase Student Success
Goal 1: Increase Persistence among Freshmen
Fall to Spring Retention
2016 Cohort Target
78%

Actual
72.1%

2017 Cohort Target
78%

Goal 1: Increase Persistence among Freshmen
Fall to Fall Retention
2016 Cohort Target
Actual
53%
45.2%

2017 Cohort Target
53%

2020 Cohort Target
80%

2020 Cohort Target
56.7%
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Sub-population Goal 1: Increase retention of FTF students with less $4,254.50 in non-repayable
financial aid
Retained Fall-to-Fall
2016 Cohort Target
Actual
2017 Cohort Target
2020 Cohort Target
30%
16.1%
32%
38%
Sub-population Goal 2: Increase retention of FTF Undeclared students
Retained Fall-to-Fall
2016 Cohort Target
Actual
2017 Cohort Target
23%
17.2%
25%

2020 Cohort Target
31%

Sub-population Goal 3: Increase retention of FTF students with a GPA less than 2.935
Retained Fall-to-Fall
2016 Cohort Target
Actual
2017 Cohort Target
2020 Cohort Target
40%
30.7%
45%
51%
Sub-population Goal 4: Increase retention of FTF Native American students
Retained Fall-to-Fall
2016 Cohort Target
Actual
2017 Cohort Target
2020 Cohort Target
28%
38.7%
30%
36%
Sub-population Goal 5: Increase retention of FTF African American students
Retained Fall-to-Fall
2016 Cohort Target
Actual
2017 Cohort Target
2020 Cohort Target
23%
11.1%
25%
31%
Sub-population Goal 6: Increase retention of FTF students that come from 93-540 miles from Las
Vegas
Retained Fall-to-Fall
2016 Cohort Target
Actual
2017 Cohort Target
2020 Cohort Target
41%
51.2%
43%
49%
Sub-population Goal 7: Increase retention of FTF students who are admitted less than 35 days
before the first day of class
Retained Fall-to-Fall
2016 Cohort Target
Actual
2017 Cohort Target
2020 Cohort Target
42%
40%
45%
51%
Goal 2: Increase Persistence among Transfer Students
Fall to Spring Retention
2016 Cohort Target
Actual
2017 Cohort Target
NA
77%
80%

2020 Cohort Target
85%

Goal 2: Increase Persistence among Transfer Students
Fall to Fall Retention
2016 Cohort Target
Actual
2017 Cohort Target

2020 Cohort Target
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NA

65.6%

71%

75%

Goal 3: Increase Completion Among Freshmen
4-Year Graduation Rate
2013 Cohort Target
Actual
2014 Cohort Target
9%
10.9%
9%

2020 (2016 Cohort) Target
9.9%

Goal 3: Increase Completion Among Freshmen
6-Year Graduation Rate
2011 Cohort Target
Actual
2012 Cohort Target
20%
22.2%
20%

2020 (2014 Cohort) Target
20%

Goal 4: Increase Completion Among Transfers: Data forthcoming, targets have not been identified by
Retention Advisory Council.
Goal 4: Increase Completion Among Transfers
6-Year Graduation Rate
2011 Cohort Target
Actual
2012 Cohort Target
20%
22.2%
20%
Goal 4: Increase Completion Among Transfers
4-Year Completion Rate
2013 Cohort Target
Actual
47%
49%
6-Year Completion Target
2011 Cohort Target
Actual
49%
50.8%

2020 (2014 Cohort) Target
20%

2014 Cohort Target
49

2020 (2016 Cohort) Target
52%

2012 Cohort Target
51%

2020 (2014 Cohort) Target
53%

Goal 5: Increase Student Success: Data forthcoming

Fall Cohort
Fall Cohort Size
Number in
good
academic
standing*
Percent in
good
academic
standing*
Target: Good
Academic
standing
Ave Credits
Earned

2007
347

2008
437

First-Time, Full-Time Freshman Students
Academic Performance - First Term

2009
379

2010
320

2011
414

2012
424

2013
349

2014
275

2015
298

2016
312

262

295

270

223

292

294

266

211

237

213

76%

68%

71%

70%

71%

69%

76%

77%

80%

68%

2017
254

2018

2019

2020

77%
12.1

11.1

11.2

Target:
Average
credits earned

11.2

11

11.2

12

12.9

13.1

16

16

Source: Institutional Effectiveness and Research

*1.75 or higher / not placed on academic probation
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Fall Semester
Fall Cohort
% of eligible
cohort
earning
Lottery
scholarship
Target: % of
eligible
cohort
earning
Lottery
scholarship
% of eligible
cohort
retained who
earned the
Lottery
scholarship
Target: % of
eligible
cohort
retained who
earned the
Lottery
scholarship

First-Time, Full-Time Freshman Students
NM Lottery Scholarship Recipients

2007
347

2008
437

2009
379

2010
320

2011
414

2012
424

2013
349

2014
275

2015
298

2016
312

53.0%

54.0%

53.0%

50.0%

49.0%

47.0%

57.0%

53.0%

63.0%

53.3%

2017
254

2018

2019

2020

66%

44.7%

47.7%

47.6%

44.1%

41.7%

41.7%

48.9%

45.9%

55.7%

49.1%

59%

Source: Institutional Effectiveness and Research
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Snapshot of NMHU Funnel Recruitment and Enrollment Yield Rates
Prepared by Interim VP-SEM Edward Martinez
Updated January 22, 2018 (Spring 2018)
Table 1. NMHU undergraduate enrollment funnel numbers from inquiry to enrolled stage for Fall 2014 through Fall
2017.
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT ENROLLMENT FUNNEL
Fall 2011

Fall 2012

Fall 2013

Fall 2014

Fall 2015

Fall 2016

Fall 2017

YTD 2018

4096
2110
1986
425
21.4%

4626
1950
2676
443
16.6%

4249
2697
1552
355
22.9%

4580
3509
1768
1741
284
16.3%

5726
2681
1202
1479
299
20.2%

7543
3850
1291
2559
320
12.5%

9212
2220
666
1554
193
12.4%

1379
642
328
314
0
0%

Inquiries
Applications*
Incomplete
Admitted
Enrolled
% Yield

SOURCE: Office of Recruitment and Admissions
*Includes applicants that did not inquire

Table 2A and table B. NMHU campus tour participation breakdown.
Campus Tours: August 2016-August 2017
Campus Tours September 2017-January 2018
Total Individual Tours
94
Total Individual Tours
14
Total Group Tours
33
Total Group Tours
473
Total Students
852
Total Students
487
Total Other than Students
4
Total Other than Students
8
Total Served
856
Total Served
1351
Sept.-Oct. 2017 Totals Served
292
Jan. 2018 Totals Served
495
SOURCE: Office of Recruitment and Admissions

Table 3. NMHU three-year historical admissions report comparing application through admitted funnel data by
undergraduate sub-populations.
FALL 2017 UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT COMPARATIVE ADMISSIONS REPORT

Undergraduate

Admitted

Fall 2015
8/26/2015-Wednesday
Incomplete

Total

Admitted

Fall 2016
8/24/2016-Wednesday
Incomplete

Fall 2017
8/23/2017-Wednesday

Total Admitted

Freshman

1479

55%

1202

45%

2681

2562

67%

1289

33%

3851

Transfers

580

75%

189

25%

769

597

75%

202

25%

799

Re-Admitted

11

92%

1

8%

12

4

80%

1

20%

5

6

Int'l

38

56%

30

44%

68

56

76%

18

24%

74

44

Non-Degree

103

96%

4

4%

107

85

97%

3

3%

88

Sub Total

2211

61%

1426

39%

3637

3304

69%

1513

31%

4817

SOURCE: Office of Recruitment and Admissions

1585

Incomplete

Total

Total 17-16 Delta

71%

654

29%

2239

(1612)

515
74%
Includes 2nd BA

180

26%

695

(104)

75%

2

25%

8

3

94%

3

6%

47

(27)

85
92%
Inc. Dual Credit

7

8%

92

4

846

27%

3081

(1736)

2235

73%
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1
Table
4. NMHU four-year final admission percentages and percent student yield by undergraduate sub-populations.

SUMMERY OF FINAL ADMISSION NUMBERS
Fall 2013
Fall 2014
Fall 2015
Fall 2016
Fall 2017
*ADMIT **ENROLLED *ADMIT **ENROLLED *ADMIT **ENROLLED *ADMIT **ENROLLED *ADMIT **ENROLLED
Freshmen
1552
1741
1479
2599
1585
Matriculated/Yield
350 23%
281 16%
300 20%
323 13%
265 17%
Transfer
589
554
580
574
515
Matriculated/Yield
366 62%
369 66%
372 64%
397 69%
395 77%
Int'l
50
31
38
56
44
Matriculated/Yield
15 30%
9
29%
11 28%
11 19%
11
25%
Non-Degree
187
114
103
72
14
Matriculated/Yield
119 63%
70 61%
67 65%
45 62%
11
79%
Overall
Overall
Overall
Overall
Overall
Yield:
Yield:
Yield:
Yield:
Yield:
Final Count/Yield
2378 1.8 36%
2440 750 30%
776
0
34%
0
776 24%
2229 682 31%

*SOURCE: last admission report first week of the semester
**SOURCE: 3rd Friday report provided by the Registrar--includes all enrolled students (PT and FT)

Table 5. NMHU 2016 and 2017 total head count comparison to other four-year institutions in NM.
TOTAL HEAD COUNT
2016

2017

% Delta

NMHU

2,608

2,438

-6.52%

UNM
ENMU
NMSU
NMT
NNMC
WNMU

22,857
3899
12533
1809
780
2215

21982
3980
12250
1665
786
2046

-3.83%
2.08%
-2.26%
-7.96%
0.77%
-7.63%

SOURCE: University websites, articles, and National Center for Education Statistics
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FALL 2016 FIRST-TIME FRESHMAN COHORT
SUMMARY
January 12, 2018 | prepared and updated by Michelle Bencomo
1. Fall 2016 to Spring 2017 Retention Data:




Three hundred and twelve (312) first-time freshmen enrolled for the fall 2016 semester.
Of the 312 enrolled freshmen, 225 returned for the spring 2017 semester. Eighty-seven (87) did not return.
Of the 87 that did return, 24, or 28%, transferred to another school.

Transferred after
FA16

FA16 to SP17 Retention
28%

28%
72%
72%
Transferred
Didn't Transfer/Couldn't determine
Returned (225)

Didn't Return (87)

2. Spring 2017 to Fall 2017 Retention Data:




Of the 225 students that returned for the spring 2017 semester, 140 returned for the fall 2017 semester.
Eighty-five (85) did not return.
**Note: One student passed away during the Spring semester and will not be counted in the retention data
for the Fall 2017 semester.
Of the 84 that did not return, 33, or 39%, transferred to another school.

SP17 to FA17 Retention
Transferred after
SP17
38%
39%
61%

62%

Transferred
Didn't Transfer/Couldn't determine
Returned (140)

Didn't Return (84)

1
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3. Fall 2016 to Fall 2017 Retention Data:




Of the 312 students enrolled, fall 2016, 141 returned fall 2017. One hundred and seventy-one (171) did not
return.
**Note: One student that was not retained from Fall 2016 to Spring 2017 came back, Fall 2017 – thus a total
of 141 students were retained from Fall 2016 to Fall 2017. Also, one student passed away during the Spring
semester and will not be counted in the retention data for the Fall 2017 semester.
Of the 57 total transfers, 34, or 60%, transferred to a school in New Mexico. Twenty-three (23) transferred to
a school out-of-state.

FA16 to FA17 Retention

All Transfers

40%

45%
55%

60%

NM Transfer

Out-of-state Transfer
Returned (141)

Didn't return (170)

4. Transfer Information



Schools in which students transferred to in NM include: CNM – 15, UNM – 12, San Juan College – 2,
University of the Southwest – 2, Other – 3
States in which students transferred to include: CA – 8, TX – 5, ND – 2, WA – 2, AZ – 2, Other - 4

5. Money owed to NMHU



The student account balances of all students who did not return equals $333,468.03.
Of the 170 students that did not return, 101 students have an outstanding balance. Seventeen (17)
transferred to another school and 84 do not have record of transfer.

Outstanding Balances
17%

83%
Transfer

Non-transfer

2
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6. Non-returning GPA’s


The table below provides GPA information data for the 170 students that did not return:
**Note: “Other” refers to those that dropped, Fall 2016; therefore, did not earn a GPA.
GPA Range

Number of Students

Percent of Non-return

3.0 – 4.0

31

18%

2.5 – 2.99

13

8%

2.0 – 2.49

23

14%

1.0 – 1.99

38

22%

0 – .99

62

36%

Other

3

2%

Non-returning GPA's
2%

36%

18%
8%
14%

22%
3.0-4.0

2.5-2.99

2.0-2.49

1.0-1.99

0-.99

Other

3
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7. Transfer GPA’s


The table below provides GPA information data for the 57 students that transferred:
**Note: “Other” refers to those that dropped, Fall 2016; therefore, did not earn a GPA.
GPA Range

Number of Students

Percent of Non-return

3.0 – 4.0

27

47%

2.5 – 2.99

5

9%

2.0 – 2.49

6

11%

1.0 – 1.99

7

12%

0 – .99

10

18%

Other

2

4%

Transfer GPA's
3%
18%
47%

12%
11%
9%
3.0-4.0

2.5-2.99

2.0-2.49

1.0-1.99

0-.99

Other

4
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RuffaloNoelLevitzFollowŊupReport




AppendixI:ScheduleofServices(updated1/13/17)
RetentionComponents

NMHU
Contact

Proposed
Calendar

Comments

SRP2013DataReadiness

Edward
Martinez

Completed
July6,2016

Webmeetingtopreparefortransfer
ofdataforSRPvariablediagnostics
andSRPmodelŊbuilding

Retentionvisit1:StudentRetention
Predictormodelreviewandintervention
planning;broadretentionstrategy
identification

Edward
Martinez

Completed
August8Ŋ9,
2016

FinalreviewofSRP2016predictive
model,trainingworkshopsand
determinationofCSI,DataCenter,
andStudentSatisfactionInventory
implementationdetails;Overview
partnershipforfaculty,staff,and
leadership

Retentionvisit2:Visittoidentifysalient
enrollmentimprovementopportunitiesto
beconsideredinasystematicprogramof
improvement

Edward
Martinez

Completed
September
21Ŋ22,2016

Focusgroupsandinterviewswith
presentationofretention
recommendationsontheafternoon
ofthesecondday

SatisfactionInventory

Edward
Completed
Martinez October
andMaria 2016
Sena

SSI/ASPSadministrationdetailsTBD
byremoteconsultationwithsupport
ofRuffaloNoelLevitz(Shannon
Cook)withonŊcampusinterpretation
byDaveTrites

Retentionvisit3:Retentionplanning
retreatusingSSIdataandvariable
diagnosticsfromSRPmodelingprocess

Edward
Martinez

Completed
November
2Ŋ3,2016

InformationŊinformedconsensusfor
vitalfewpriorities,targets;retreat
formatwithcrossŊfunctional
participants

Retentionvisit4:RetentionPlan
development

Edward
Martinez

Completed
December
8Ŋ9,2016

Planprioritiesdeploymentto
developactionstepsrequiredto
deployplanprioritiesandfull
integrationwithcurrentNMHU
strategicandretentionplans

Retentionvisit5:RetentionPlan
finalizationandfinalactionplan
deploymentwithmeasurementsystems
andafocusondeploymentofconsensus
retentionpriorities

Edward
Martinez

Completed
January9Ŋ
10,2017

Finalizeretentionplan,goals,
strategies,actionplans,and
completeaprojectreviewmeeting
withPresidentMinner

Retentionvisit6Ŋ12:Deploymentand
focusonconsensusretentionprioritiesas
desiredandauthorizedbyNMHU

Edward
Martinez

2017Ŋ2018

Tobedeterminedbyprogressand
priorities
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Appendix P: President’s Budget Priorities, FY19

President’s Budget Priorities, FY19
Presented to the campus on January 30, 2018
Developed from the departmental/unit budget requests
Final prioritization made by the President after input from VPs and the Executive Management Team
All budget requests and prioritizations are documented at
http://www.nmhu.edu/accreditation-information/probation-areas/strategic-plans-17-18/
(new dollars from state appropriations + tuition and fees)
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Initiative

Cost

Strategic Goals

Employee Compensation

TBD

All

Outcomes Assessment Grants

$30,000

1

Automated Scheduling Package

$100,000

1, 2, 5, 6

ARMAS Student Coordinator

$20,000

1, 2

Graduate Assistantships for new Media Arts MFA

$50,000

1, 2

Academic Affairs Personnel to Support Enrollment Growth

$150,000

1, 2

Online Initiative

$50,000

1, 2, 5

$75,000

1, 2, 4

Raiser’s Edge (annual fee, Advancement software)

$31,000

4, 5, 6

Sports information director

$50,000

2, 4, 5, 6

Advertising

$50,000

2, 6

Graphic Designer

$62,000

2, 6

Web Content Manager

$65,000

1, 2, 5, 6

Website Technical Expertise (consultants)

$30,000

5, 6

Digital Signage

$50,000

3, 5

Career Services Initiative (first steps)

$75,000

1, 2

Housing Software

$37,000

3, 5, 6

Collaborative Undergraduate Research Grants

$50,000

1

Systems analyst

$100,000

1, 2, 5, 6

Total

$975,000 + compensation

Professional Development School initiative in partnership with
Pojaque school district and Los Alamos National Laboratories
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Appendix
Q: GlobalBrandon
E-Mail forKBudget Forum
Kempner,
From:
Sent:
Subject:

News
Thursday, January 18, 2018 11:10 AM
Global - Important: Final Budget Presentation for FY19 and Legislative Budget Update

Good Morning Campus Community,

The Final Budget Presentation for FY 2019 and the Legislative Budget Update to the Campus Community is scheduled for
Tuesday, January 30, 2018 at 3:00 p.m. in the Student Union Building Ballroom. At this time, the Presentation will include
the President’s Budget Priorities.

You are welcome to attend in person or participate via the Zoom link below.

Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: https://nmhu.zoom.us/j/413861822

I want to thank all of you for your participation in this on‐going process.

Max Baca
Vice President for Finance and Administration

1
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NEW MEXICO HIGHLAND UNIVERSITY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS
Year Ended June 30, 2017
A. SUMMARY OF AUDIT RESULTS
Financial Statements
Unmodified

Type of auditors’ report issued:
Internal control over financial reporting:
A. Material weaknesses identified
B. Significant deficiencies identified that
are not considered to be material
weaknesses?
Noncompliance material to the financial
statements noted?

X Yes

__ No

X Yes

__ No

__Yes

X No

__Yes

X No

Yes

X No

Federal Awards
Internal control over major programs:
A. Material weaknesses identified?
B. Significant deficiencies identified that
are not considered to be material
weaknesses?
Type of auditors’ report issued on compliance for major programs:
Any audit findings disclosed that are
required to be reported in accordance
with Uniform Guidance?

Unmodified

__Yes

X No

Identification of major programs:
CFDA Numbers
Various
10.223

Name of Federal Program or Cluster
Student Financial Assistance Center
Hispanic Serving Institutions Education Grants

Dollar threshold used to distinguish
between type A and type B programs:

$750,000

Auditee qualified as low-risk auditee?

__ Yes

X No
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NEW MEXICO HIGHLAND UNIVERSITY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SUMMARY OF AUDIT FINDINGS
Year Ended June 30, 2017
PRIOR YEAR FINDINGS
Financial Statement Audit

2015-002
2015-004
2015-007
2015-009
2016-001
2016-004
2014-010

University Policies Not Approved (Significant Deficiency)
Capital Asset Accounting (Material Weakness)
Component Unit (NM Highlands Foundation) (Other Non
Compliance)
Component Unit (Highlands Stable Isotopes Corporation) (Material
Noncompliance)
Segregation of Duties Over Payroll (Significant Deficiency)
Late Audit (Other Noncompliance
Suspension and Debarment (Significant Deficiency)

Repeated and modified
Repeated and modified
Cleared
Repeated and modified
Cleared
Cleared
Cleared

Findings in Accordance with 2.2.2 NMAC (State Audit Rule)
2015-001
2016-002
2016-003
2016-004

Insufficient Collateral (Other Noncompliance)
Gas Cards and University -Owned Vehicles (Findings that do not rise
to the Level of Significant Deficiency/Other Noncompliance)
Budget (Other Noncompliance)
Late Audit (Other Noncompliance)

Cleared
Cleared
Repeated and modified
Cleared

CURRENT YEAR FINDINGS
Financial Statement Audit
2015-002 UNIVERSITY POLICIES NOT APPROVED (SIGNIFICANT DEFICIENCY) (Repeated and
Modified)
2015-004 CAPITAL ASSET ACCOUNTING (MATERIAL WEAKNESS) (Repeated and Modified)
2017-001 SEGREGATION OF DUTIES OVER CASH RECEIPTS (SIGNIFICANT DEFICIENCY)
Findings in Accordance with 2.2.2 NMAC (State Audit Rule)
2016-003 BUDGET (OTHER NONCOMPLIANCE) (Repeated and Modified)
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NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS
Year Ended June 30, 2017
FINANCIAL STATEMENT FINDINGS
2015-002 UNIVERSITY POLICIES NOT APPROVED (SIGNIFICANT DEFICIENCY) (Repeated and
Modified)
CONDITION
Our audit included review of the University’s policies and corresponding procedures for significant functions of
the University. The policy binder was provided in draft form as the policies have never been formally approved
by the Regents or by other responsible officials. Further examination revealed that the policies were in need of
revision in certain areas and have been unchanged in recent years. Turnover in the Business Office prevented
policies from being drafted and approved in FY16 or FY17.
It has also been identified that there is a lack of policies and procedures over the financial close and reporting
process at the University which resulted in an inefficient audit as well as challenges obtaining data and support
for certain balances.
NMHU showed significant progress in implementing the corrective action plan from the prior year, but did not
get approval prior to the audit.
CRITERIA
Policies and Procedures are a significant and important part of the documented system of internal control and
serve principally as directives for required actions to University staff. Policies and procedures define control
procedures that help to ensure correct accounting for transactions and effective oversight of identified risk areas.
Policies and procedures further demonstrate intent to funding sources to administer funds in accordance with
grant covenants where policies are in place that addresses the respective grant requirements. Policies and
procedures are a component of the general control environment of the University that allows more specific
controls to function effectively.
EFFECT
The lack of approved University policies may affect and diminish the overall control environment. Individual
policies and corresponding controls currently functioning may not be in agreement with the documented
policies. The oversight function of the Regents or other responsible officials may not be as effective as possible
for these types of matters.
CAUSE
Policies and procedures were not considered for approval by the Regents or other responsible officials. There is
not a formal process for revision of policies and procedures and subsequent approval on a periodic basis.
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that a process be defined for the review of policies and procedures, including the financial close
and reporting process, of the University and revisions recommended as appropriate. The revised policies and
procedures should be approved by responsible officials and updated periodically as needed.
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NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS &217,18(' 
Year Ended June 30, 2017
FINANCIAL STATEMENT FINDINGS &217,18('
2015-002 UNIVERSITY POLICIES NOT APPROVED (SIGNIFICANT DEFICIENCY) (Repeated and
Modified) (Continued)
PLAN OF ACTION TO CORRECT SIGNIFICANT DEFICIENCY
The University concurs with this finding. The University’s new comptroller started in March of 2017, shortly after
our new comptroller started, the business office had additional staff turnover resulting in significant knowledge gap
in the area of student account receivables. This deficiency required staff to redirect their efforts on addressing the
student concerns, setup new tuition and fee schedules in our Banner system and hire and train new staff.
Therefore, these situations did not allow the Business Office’s staff to update, vet and present updated and
accurate policies and procedures to the Board of Regents for their approval prior to the end of the fiscal year. On
the positive side, there have been significant improvements on the University’s policies and procedures and are
currently going through its campus vetting process. Additional procedures will be added to address the concerns of
fiscal year 2017 end of year closing procedures. The comptroller will be responsible for completing the document
during the 2nd quarter of FY18 and will be presenting the final policies to The Board of Regents during the first
quarter of 2018.
VIEWS OF RESPONSIBLE OFFICIALS AND CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN
The University concurs and recognizes the significance of a repeat finding and will ensure this is addressed in fiscal
year 2018. We expect to resolve this finding by April 2018.
x

Timeline to correct: All internal controls will be reviewed and updated by June 30, 2018.

x

Responsible Official: Comptroller
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NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS (CONTINUED)
Year Ended June 30, 2017
FINANCIAL STATEMENT FINDINGS (CONTINUED)
2015-004 CAPITAL ASSET ACCOUNTING (MATERIAL WEAKNESS) (Repeated and Modified)
CONDITION
The following deficiencies were noted during the testing of capital assets:
x The University continues to use a manual spreadsheet to calculate depreciation and maintain asset
information. Errors were made in calculations during the year.
x Journal entries to record asset additions were not made.
x Closing entries to record depreciation expense and adjust capital outlay expense for current year
additions were not recorded.
x The University was not calculating depreciation expense or accumulated depreciation accurately
resulting in Capital Assets being reported in the previous year at an incorrect amount. A decrease in
$11,227,822 was recorded as a prior period adjustment to properly report Capital Assets.
NMHU showed significant progress in implementing the corrective action plan from the prior year, and will
continue to implement new processes and procedures over fixed assets to correct the issues.
CRITERIA
Amounts recorded in the financial statements should agree to subsidiary ledgers and such ledgers should be
complete and accurate. Financial statement disclosures should agree to underlying data.
CAUSE
Manual records are kept in spreadsheets which are very susceptible to human error , and Inadequate review
of calculations and supporting documentation could result in misstatements.
EFFECT
Asset and expense accounts had to be adjusted by material amounts.
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend a more detailed review of the entire capital asset accounting and financial reporting process. We
also recommend that the University consider purchasing a capital asset software package to maintain the
subsidiary ledgers to replace the manual spreadsheet currently being used.
PLAN OF ACTION TO CORRECT SIGNIFICANT DEFICIENCY
The University concurs with the finding. During FY17, there was progress made on resolving the finding. The
University utilizes the “Fixed Assets” Module included in Banner. Currently, all equipment is stored in the system
and identifiable by an inventory tag number. However, the portion of the system automatically depreciates Capital
Assets has not been thoroughly setup, tested and implemented. The Director of Purchasing and Central Receiving
will be responsible for all Capital Assets being recorded and automatically depreciated in Banner by March of
2018. This will allow NMHU to take advantage of a fully automated “Fixed Assets” system, thus allowing for
reductions in calculation errors, instantaneous reporting and tracking of fixed asset throughout the fiscal year
versus the current end of year updating a single spreadsheet from numerous Banner reports. All corrects should
be in place by June of 2018.
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NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS (CONTINUED)
Year Ended June 30, 2017
FINANCIAL STATEMENT FINDINGS (CONTINUED)
2015-004 CAPITAL ASSET ACCOUNTING (MATERIAL WEAKNESS) (Repeated and Modified)
(Continued)
VIEWS OF RESPONSIBLE OFFICIALS AND CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN
The University concurs and recognizes the significance of a repeat finding and will ensure this is addressed in fiscal
year 2018. We expect to resolve this finding by April 2018.
x

Timeline to correct: All internal controls will be reviewed and updated by June 30, 2018.

x

Responsible Official: Comptroller and, the Director of Purchasing and Central Receiving.
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NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS (CONTINUED)
Year Ended June 30, 2017
FINANCIAL STATEMENT FINDINGS (CONTINUED)
2017-001 SEGREGATION OF DUTIES OVER CASH RECEIPTS (SIGNIFICANT
DEFICIENCY)
CONDITION
Based on our understanding of internal controls we observed that the cashier’s office personnel
process cash receipts almost entirely without review, and do not have a process for a second party to
reconcile the drawers to the supporting documentation.
CRITERIA
Segregation of duties in significant transaction classes is imperative in a system of internal controls
to mitigate
error and fraud.
CAUSE
Lack of policies or procedures over the cash receipts process.
EFFECT
This lack of segregation of duties in the cash receipts function increases the risk that an error or
irregularity could occur and go undetected.
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that management review the cash receipts process from start to finish and
determine where potential vulnerabilities in internal controls exist, and a process to rectify
them. An appropriate level of review prior to final processing should be included in this
process.
PLAN OF ACTION TO CORRECT SIGNIFICANT DEFICIENCY
The Student Account Receivable (SAR) Manager position has been filled and we have completed
training the SAR/Cashier Specialist as cashier back up to fix the segregation of duties.
Additionally, we have completed a cashier’s training manual, office procedures and have
thoroughly reviewed handling and safeguarding of cash and cash equivalents. The Policy manual
for the Cashier’s Office in the final stages of revisions with the Business Office staff, and
confirmation from the Faculty, Staff and Student Senate will be forthcoming with a target date of
April 30, 2018 to be approved by The Board of Regents.
VIEWS OF RESPONSIBLE OFFICIALS AND CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN
Due to the retirement of the Student Account Receivable Manager and turnover of 3 staff
employees we concur with the finding of segregation of duties. We now have the properly trained
staff and currently working to finalize the Cashier’s Office policies, and corresponding procedures
to be approved by the Board of Regents by April 30, 2018. The Comptroller views this area as key
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NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS (CONTINUED)
Year Ended June 30, 2017
FINANCIAL STATEMENT FINDINGS (CONTINUED)
2017-001 SEGREGATION OF DUTIES OVER CASH RECEIPTS (SIGNIFICANT
DEFICIENCY) (CONTINUED)
VIEWS OF RESPONSIBLE OFFICIALS AND CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN
(CONTINUED)
and of high importance and has worked with the staff since last March to bring this office into
compliance. We have fixed the segregation of duties, as the Student Account Receivable
(SAR) Manager is experienced and has already brought knowledge and stability to the department.
Together they are working to create a sound and consistent structure for University.
POINT OF CONTACT
Comptroller and Student Accounts Receivable Manager.
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NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS (CONTINUED)
Year Ended June 30, 2017
FINDINGS IN ACCORDANCE WITH 2.2.2 NMAC
2016-003 BUDGET (OTHER NONCOMPLIANCE) (Repeated and Modified)
CONDITION
The University’s actual expenditures exceeded the approved budget in the following areas:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Unrestricted Current Funds – Research
Unrestricted Current Funds – Capital Outlay
Unrestricted Current Funds – Retirement of indebtedness
Unrestricted Current Funds – Student Services
Unrestricted Current Funds – Institutional Support
Restricted Current Funds – Institutional Support

$ 84,265
$217,486
$320,328
$194,024
$142,402
$ 24,322

In addition, the internal service fund overbilled the user departments resulting in a credit
balance in the internal service funds expenditure account. The balance was allocated to the
Instructional account.
NMHU showed significant progress in implementing the corrective action plan from the prior year,
and will continue to implement new processes and procedures over the budget process to correct
the issues.
CRITERIA
Per 5.3.4.10 NMAC, total expenditures may not exceed amounts shown in the approved budgets at
the level of budgetary control. Adequate internal controls to minimize budget overspending should
ensure that budgets are not exceeded by any amount.
CAUSE
Budget adjustment requests were not completed to cover the increase in expenditures. Staffing
issues caused a journal entry to be made after year-end which did not permit a budget adjustment
to be requested timely.
EFFECT
Continued spending in excess of the budget could result in a shortfall of cash, a reduction in
reserves and deterioration of the University's overall financial health, and demonstrates a failure to
carry out fiduciary responsibility.
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that budget controls and processes at the University be strengthened to ensure
that budgeted amounts are not overspent and financial reporting and budget adjustments are
completed on a timely basis.
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NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS (CONTINUED)
Year Ended June 30, 2017
FINDINGS IN ACCORDANCE WITH 2.2.2 NMAC (CONTINUED)
2016-003 BUDGET (OTHER NONCOMPLIANCE) (Repeated and Modified) (Continued)
PLAN OF ACTION TO CORRECT SIGNIFICANT DEFICIENCY
The comptroller is responsible for the continued efforts to ensure that budget categories are not
overspent. We have identified a few areas which are a result of overspending:
1. The restricted funds manager did not estimate appropriately. The institution will implement
a secondary review of submitted end of year budget adjustments.
2. The second issue has been the various entries that are made after the fiscal year ends, when
there is no longer an opportunity to make budgetary transfers. The university will implement
a better procedural review of all end of year for critical or large postings to the general ledger.
3. We had our budget director retire at the end of April and this person did not provide
adequate oversight on fiscal year 2017 budgets or provide any meaningful input during the
submission of end of year budget documents. Therefore, he left this responsibility on others
within the Business Office and the Vice President of Finance’s office to address.
VIEWS OF RESPONSIBLE OFFICIALS AND CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN
The University concurs and recognizes the significance of a repeat finding and will ensure this is
addressed in fiscal year 2018. We are in the process of hiring a new budget director and whose scope
of work will be to work closely with the Business Office and the Vice President for Finance and
Administration’s Office and others to ensure adequate reporting.
x
x

Timeline to correct: All internal controls will be reviewed and updated by June 30, 2018.
Responsible Official: Comptroller
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NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SUMMARY OF AUDIT FINDINGS – COMPONENT UNITS
Year ended June 30, 2017
Prior Year Findings Description
New Mexico Highlands University Foundation, Inc.
2015-002 FOUNDATION BUDGET (OTHER NONCOMPLIANCE) – UPDATED AND
REPEATED
Highlands Stable Isotopes, Inc.
2015-009 TAX STATUS (MATERIAL NONCOMPLIANCE) ˄Repeated and Modified˅
Current Year Findings Description
New Mexico Highlands University Foundation, Inc.
2017-001 RESTRICTED ACCOUNTS (OTHER NONCOMPLIANCE)
2017-002 INTERNAL CONTROLS (OTHER NONCOMPLIANCE)
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NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS – COMPONENT UNITS
June 30, 2017
NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION, INC.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT FINDINGS
2015-002 FOUNDATION BUDGET (OTHER NONCOMPLIANCE) (Repeated and Modified)
CONDITION
The Foundation is not currently preparing an annual budget by projecting revenues that it will receive, and
expenses that it is responsible for in the coming year and submitting them to the Board for approval prior to the
start of the new fiscal year. Such approved budgets serve as authorization for budgeted expenses during the
year. The Foundation discussed its plans for a budget format and approval timing in its last meeting. Procedures
to eliminate this finding are in progress.
The Foundation showed significant progress in implementing the corrective action plan from the prior year, and
will continue to implement new processes and procedures over the budget process to correct the issues.
CRITERIA
The Bylaws of the Foundation as Amended 2008 (updated and amended on July 15, 2016) indicate that an
annual budget shall be created and submitted to the Board for approval prior to the start of the fiscal year. The
approved budget serves as authorization for the Executive Director to expend budget amounts.
EFFECT
The expenditures are not authorized by the budget and therefore, the Foundation is not in compliance with its
Bylaws.
CAUSE
The revenue and expenses that the Foundation is responsible for are not complex. The New Mexico Highlands
University is responsible for operating items including administrative staff assigned to the Foundation and other
needed administrative expenses. Investment returns do not readily lend themselves to a budget process except
for investment expenses and dividends and interest. Due to changes in management personnel, the Foundation
has operated with different individuals in most recent years. Current management is working with the Board on
developing budget format and process, but has not been able to complete their work prior to year-end.
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the budget process, as described in the Bylaws, be instituted on an annual basis and
submitted to the Board prior to the start of the fiscal year.
VIEWS OF RESPONSIBLE OFFICIALS AND CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN
The NMHU Foundation recognizes this finding and has corrected this finding for FY18. The NMHU
Foundation Board of Directors passed a FY18 budget at its May 24, 2017 meeting.
x
x

Timeline to correct: Budget finding has been resolved as of the date of this report.
Responsible Official: Executive Director/VP of Advancement.
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NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS – COMPONENT UNITS
June 30, 2017
NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION, INC.
2017-001 RESTRICTED ACCOUNTS (OTHER NONCOMPLIANCE)
CONDITION
Per our cash testwork, we noted that the restricted and unrestricted bank accounts were co-mingled up until
October 2016, when NMHUF began creating separate bank accounts. Process was completed in January 2017.
In addition, the Foundation charges a 1% administrative fee for servicing the endowed funds. We noted the fee
is calculated correctly in total, but not allocated correctly to each fund.
CRITERIA
Accounting standards require nonprofit organizations to separate permanently restricted, temporarily restricted
and unrestricted funds, determined by either the absence or the existence of donor-imposed restrictions on the
use of funds.
CAUSE
Fund balance could be misstated if funds are not allocated properly to permanently restricted, temporarily
restricted and unrestricted accounts.
EFFECT
By co-mingling unrestricted, restricted and endowed accounts, the potential error of misclassifying those funds
are high.
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend all unrestricted, restricted and endowed funds remain in separate accounts for easy
classification purposes and recording the 1% administrative fee by fund in the Foundation’s unitization process.
VIEWS OF RESPONSIBLE OFFICIALS AND CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN
The NMHU Foundation concurs with this finding, and addressed it in January 2017, previously commingled
unrestricted, restricted, and endowed funds were segregated into separate accounts, with procedures established
to prevent reoccurrence. As to the utilization of the 1% management fee, the unitization takes place in
manually created records and this will be changed so that the correct unitization is found in all records going
forward.
x Timeline to correct: Co-mingled accounts and administrative fee finding has been resolved as of the date
of this report.
x Responsible Official: Executive Director/VP of Advancement
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NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS – COMPONENT UNITS
June 30, 2017
NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION, INC.
2017-002 INTERNAL CONTROLS (OTHER NONCOMPLIANCE)
CONDITION
During our internal control review, we noted the following issues of deficiencies in the design of controls: 1 recording donated stock, net of management fees, 2 - annual art inventory not being reviewed and initialed, 3 Journal entries entered prior to review, 4 - Lease agreement not signed and no current year payment amount
documented, 5 - cleaning up old general ledger accounts on a regular basis, 6 - no process for reviewing stale
dated checks, and 7 - investment review done quarterly, instead of monthly.
CRITERIA
It is the responsibility of management to design and follow good internal controls that provide reasonable
assurance regarding the reliability of the financial statements.
CAUSE
Due to the changes in management personnel, the Foundation has operated with different individuals in most
recent years. Current management is working on developing better processes but has not been able to complete
by year end.
EFFECT
Unintentional or intentional errors could exist in the financial records without detection by management.
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend reviewing all policies and monitoring the Foundation’s compliance on an annual basis.
VIEWS OF RESPONSIBLE OFFICIALS AND CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN
The NMHU Foundation concurs with this finding, will immediately implement or research the procedures
suggested by the auditor to address outstanding issues, and believes that appropriate policies and procedures are
in place to prevent reoccurrence.
x

Timeline to correct: All internal controls will be reviewed and updated by June 30, 2018.

x

Responsible Official: Executive Director/VP of Advancement.
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NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS – COMPONENT UNITS (CONTINUED)
June 30, 2017
HIGHLANDS STABLE ISOTOPES CORPORATION
FINANCIAL STATEMENT FINDING REQUIRED BY GOVERNMENT AUDITING
STANDARDS
2015-009 TAX STATUS (MATERIAL NONCOMPLIANCE) ˄Repeated and Modified˅
CONDITION
As a result of audit procedures, we determined that the following items, in combination, constitute material
noncompliance with laws and regulations:
x
x

Federal and New Mexico (NM) state corporate income tax returns have not been filed since HSI’s
inception.
Though indicated in the financial statements, an application for exempt status under section 501(c)(3) of
the IRC has not been filed with the IRS.

Management is working with the law firm who assisted the entity with tax status issues at inception and an
outside accountant to determine the appropriate course of action in regard to the corporation’s tax status and
delinquent filings.
There has been significant progress in relation to filing tax returns for the Corporation and an application for tax
exempt status with the IRS.
CRITERIA
Because HSI has not filed an application with the IRS for exemption under section 501(c)(3) of the IRC, HSI is
considered a taxable corporation. HSI is required to file federal and NM state corporate income tax returns even
if no taxable income exists.
HSI is organized as a nonprofit corporation under the laws of the state of NM and should have applied for
exempt status with the IRS as soon as possible after HSI’s formation.
EFFECT
HSI is not in compliance with federal and state law and may be subject to penalties and interest from the state of
NM.
CAUSE
Ineffective oversight by those charged with governance.
RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that management and the Board file all required tax returns and file the application for exempt
status as soon as possible.
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NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SCHEDULE OF FINDINGS AND QUESTIONED COSTS – COMPONENT UNITS (CONTINUED)
June 30, 2017
HIGHLANDS STABLE ISOTOPES CORPORATION (CONTINUED)
FINANCIAL STATEMENT FINDING REQUIRED BY GOVERNMENT AUDITING
STANDARDS (CONTINUED)
2015-009 TAX STATUS (MATERIAL NONCOMPLIANCE) (CONTINUED)
VIEWS OF RESPONSIBLE OFFICIALS AND PLANNED CORRECTIVE ACTION
The University agrees with this audit finding. The University has had difficulty determining the appropriate forms
to file because of recent staff turn-over, and its legal team was also unable to determine the tax liabilities given the
University’s unknown 501(c)(3) application status. It was impossible for us to determine the appropriate path
forward to resolve this matter. The proper process has since been determined, and the University did file the
appropriate forms before the end of the fiscal year. However, the University nor HSI have been granted this
501(c)(3). The University concurs and recognizes the significance and will continue to work with the IRS on this
process. The paper work is expected to be completed by June of 2018.
x

Timeline to correct: Will be reviewed and updated by June 30, 2018.

x

Responsible Official: VP for Finance and Administration.
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The Higher Learning Commission

Draft

2017 Annual Institution Data Report
Financial Data Worksheet for Public Institutions
As of 1/26/2018 without pension adjustment as of June 30, 2017
Financial Ratios
Primary Reserve Ratio Calculation:
Institution unrestricted net assets
Institution expendable restricted net assets
C.U. unrestricted net assets
C.U. temporary restricted net assets
C.U. net investment in plant
Numerator Total
Institution operating expenses
Institution non-operating expenses
Elimination of inter-entity amounts
C.U. total expenses
Denominator Total
Primary Reserve Ratio =
Net Operating Revenue Ratio Calculation:
Institution operating income (loss)
Institution net non-operating revenues
C.U. change in unrestricted net assets
Elimination of inter-entity amounts
Numerator Total
Institution operating revenues
Institution non-operating revenues
C.U. total unrestricted revenues
Elimination of inter-entity amounts
Denominator Total

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
÷

0.157

+
+
+
+

(33,637,398)
30,299,077
1,801,354
0
(1,536,967)
34,368,280
30,299,077
1,578,425
0
66,245,782

+
+
+
+

Net Operating Revenue Ratio = ÷
Return on Net Assets Ratio Calculation:
Change in net assets + C.U. change in net assets
Elimination of inter-entity amounts
+
Total net assets + C.U. total net assets (beginning of year)
Return on Net Assets Ratio = ÷
Viability Ratio Calculation:
Expendable net assets
Numerator Total =
Institution long-term debt (total project related debt)
+
C.U. long-term debt (total project related debt)
+
Denominator Total =
Viability Ratio = ÷
COMPOSITE FINANCIAL INDICATOR SCORE (CFI)

Data
4,894,028
6,799,481
46,557
5,728,583
6,186,351
11,282,298
68,005,678
2,727,012
0
1,250,102
71,982,792

-0.023

Strength

Weight

CFI

1.178

0.35

0.41

-1.785

0.10

-0.18

3.502

0.20

0.70

1.009

0.35

0.35

3,081,902
0
44,004,835
0.070
11,282,298
26,230,000
591,294
26,821,294
0.421

1.29
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The Higher Learning Commission
2018 Annual Institution Data Report
Financial Data Worksheet for Public Institutions
As of 1/26/18 With Pension adjustment as of June 30, 2017
Financial Ratios
Primary Reserve Ratio Calculation:
Institution unrestricted net assets
Institution expendable restricted net assets
C.U. unrestricted net assets
C.U. temporary restricted net assets
C.U. net investment in plant
Numerator Total
Institution operating expenses
Institution non-operating expenses
Elimination of inter-entity amounts
C.U. total expenses
Denominator Total
Primary Reserve Ratio =
Net Operating Revenue Ratio Calculation:
Institution operating income (loss)
Institution net non-operating revenues
C.U. change in unrestricted net assets
Elimination of inter-entity amounts
Numerator Total
Institution operating revenues
Institution non-operating revenues
C.U. total unrestricted revenues
Elimination of inter-entity amounts
Denominator Total

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Draft
Data
Strength
(50,090,394)
6,799,481
46,557
5,728,583
6,186,351
(43,702,124)
68,674,917
2,727,012
0
1,250,102
72,652,031

÷

-0.602

+
+
+
+

(34,306,637)
30,299,077
1,801,354
0
(2,206,206)
34,368,280
30,299,077
1,578,425
0
66,245,782

+
+
+
+

Net Operating Revenue Ratio = ÷
Return on Net Assets Ratio Calculation:
Change in net assets + C.U. change in net assets
Elimination of inter-entity amounts
+
Total net assets + C.U. total net assets (beginning of year)
Return on Net Assets Ratio = ÷
Viability Ratio Calculation:
Expendable net assets
Numerator Total =

-0.033

CFI

-4.000

0.35

-1.40

-2.562

0.10

-0.26

3.502

0.20

0.70

-1.298

0.35

-0.45

3,081,902
0
44,004,835
0.070

Institution long-term debt (total project related debt)
+
C.U. long-term debt (total project related debt)
+
Denominator Total =

(43,702,124)
80,123,371
591,294
80,714,665

Viability Ratio = ÷

-0.541

COMPOSITE FINANCIAL INDICATOR SCORE (CFI)

Weight

-1.41
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NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
June 30, 2017
NOTE 22. RESEARCH COMMERCIALIZATION (CONTINUED)
On May 7, 2009, the Board of Regents entered into a Memorandum of Agreement with the corporation
recognizing that the University has developed and patented Isotopes that have significant commercial potential.
The agreement sets forth processes and structure where the patents can be licensed to other corporation(s) and
other operational details.
On May 2015, the Board of Regents required the HSI board to downsize the operation staff and implement a
solvency plan to address the significant negative fund balance. The board reduce the staff to the primary
researcher on a part-time basis for the sole purpose is to answer technical questions from potential buyers of our
patented products.
From inception, the University has advanced approximately $1,488,000 to HSI to develop its patented isotopes.
For 2017, based on an evaluation of collectability of funds advanced, the University provided an allowance on
its receivable balance from HSI in the amount of $955,393. HSI recorded a gain from debt relief on the
$955,393 of reduction in amounts due to the University.
NOTE 23. LEASE WITH NEW MEXICO HIGHLANDS UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
The Foundation leases a building it owns in Rio Rancho, New Mexico to New Mexico Highlands University.
The Foundation entered into a twenty-year operating lease agreement on January 30, 1997. Lease income for the
year ended June 30, 2017, was 379,054.

The Foundation has entered into a second operating lease agreement with Highlands University for the 8 th Street
Parking lot adjoining the campus. The Foundation purchased the property in 2014 and has entered into the lease
on February 1, 2014, for a five-year period. Monthly rental is $3,100 per month. Rental income for the year
ended June 30, 2017, was $37,200.
NOTE 24. PRIOR PERIOD ADJUSTMENTS
Per the Office of the State Auditor the University has restated investments related to the Land Grant Permanent
Fund (LGPF) from their financial statements reducing assets in the amount of $3,631,168.
The University has restated Accumulated Depreciation from $101,272,121 to $90,044,299, to correct the
balance due to formula errors in the manually maintained spreadsheet. Accordingly, beginning capital assets
increased $11,227,822. This adjustment less the reduction in LGPF investments of $3,631,168 increased the
beginning net position of the University by $7,596,654.
The June 30, 2016 Foundation financial statements have been restated to reflect a reduction to the ending net
position, from $11,648,269 to $11,148,269. The liability account, assets held for others, was increased to
include $500,000 for the High-Impact Educational Practices Faculty Development Program. These funds were
received prior to June 30, 2016, but not recorded on the financial statements until after year end.
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POLICY ON FINANCIAL STABILITY
Effective Date: Spring 2018
[to be passed at next Board of Regents meeting]
Purpose:
During the recent economic downturn in New Mexico’s economy and added
concerns with our recent Higher Learning Commission (HLC) Focus visit, New
Mexico Highlands University needs to put in place a much more vigorous
Financial strategy. This policy’s intent is to address the issues raised during the
visit as well as recognize the volatility of our current and future revenue sources.
If approved, the Board of Regents is directing the NMHU Administration to
provide long-term financial stability to the university through this robust policy.
The Policy will address the following areas:
1. Building a reserve fund;
2. Establishing sound Financial reporting to the executive management team
and the Board of Regents on a quarterly basis;
3. Establishing sound corrective action plans to address reoccurring audit
findings.

Building a reserve fund
The VPFA will increase the reserve fund to $8.5 million by allocating an
appropriate portion of any new tuition increases and a designated amount of any
year-end surplus to the university’s reserves.
In establishing appropriate level reserves, the following methodology will be in
implemented and reported on:
Based on fiscal year 2018 Financial data, the ability to absorb a 15% decline in
state appropriations plus a decline in enrollment resulting in a 20% loss of tuition
and fees, and maintaining NM higher education’s department (HED) requirement
of 5% reserves in Instruction and General:
State Appropriations

$4.0M

Tuition and fees

$2.5M

HED required reserve

$2.0M
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Estimated total reserve fund

$8.5M

Upon reaching the appropriate reserve amount of $8.5 million dollars, any new
surplus or tuition and fees will be reallocated to new programs, presidential
initiatives, or any other need recommended by the administration and approved
the Board of Regents.

Financial Reporting
On a quarterly basis, the Vice President for Finance and Administration or his/her
designee will provide quarterly financial updates to the Executive Management
Team and Board of Regents.

Auditing Finding
In order to address audit findings, the Vice President for Finance and
Administration or his/her designee will provide an update, status of action plans,
timelines, and responsible persons list that addresses prior year audit findings
during the first quarter of the calendar year. This information will be brought to
the Executive Management Team and Board of Regents during the first quarter
of the calendar year and a final update will be provided at the beginning of 2nd
quarter of the calendar year.
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AppendixKempner,
V: HU Futures
Global
Brandon
K E-mail
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Martinez, Carolina
Thursday, December 7, 2017 9:39 AM
Global from President Minner-HU Futures

On behalf of President Minner
Greetings colleagues,
I would like to extend my thanks once again to the entire Highlands community for what I feel was a very successful HLC
visit earlier this month. Several members of the review team commented how impressed they were of the dedication
across campus to improving Highlands University. In my view, it was a real and true demonstration of shared
commitment and unity. I will be in touch with the campus community once I hear back from the HLC.
I now look forward to moving forward on our next initiative: transforming New Mexico Highlands into a great university.
Not a good university. Not a superior university. A great one.
I do not want to fall back to the status quo following our visit. The status quo does not allow us to grow our programs.
The status quo does not allow us to attract more students from across the state, the region, the nation, and globe. The
status quo will not get us where I want to be in terms of our compensation and overall support of our dedicated
employees. In short, the status quo will not improve our outcomes and given what I know about the commitment, the
creativity, the passion, and the intellectual power of the people working at HU, I know we can improve and improve
significantly.
Toward that end, we soon will be organizing several task forces to move us forward to make Highlands an even better
institution:
Task Force One:
A careful examination of academic affairs to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of that division and capture
resources for possible reallocation. To also examine our programmatic offerings to enhance existing programs of
strength or potential strength and to plan new offerings attractive to students.
Task Force Two:
Examine the administrative and management structure in Student Affairs to enhance and support the physical, social,
emotional, and financial well‐being of students now and into the future. If deemed appropriate, to streamline the
structure of that unit and or make other changes necessary for improved outcomes.
Task Force Three:
To improve the retention and graduation rates of our student athletes, support our teams at appropriate levels thus
increasing their competitiveness, and possibly capture resources for potential reallocation.
Task Force Four:
Examine all business and administrative operations to improve efficiency and effectiveness and to capture resources for
possible reallocation. Task Force Four will also make recommendations for changes in the operations of the Gene Torres
Golf Course in order to reduce costs, provide a stream of new revenue, and develop new residential and or mixed‐use
options in the City of Las Vegas.
During this process, it is critical that all members of the university community communicate effectively, listen, and
collaborate in the spirit of continuous improvement. I will not permit any changes that circumvent our recognized shared
1
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governance processes. The overall goal is to conclude this process with a plan for moving forward. Collectively, we’ve
proven we can rise to a high challenge. The list of HLC issues we addressed was substantial and some of them required
significant structural changes. All of them required significant and sustained effort. We succeeded there, in my view. Now,
just as we did in regard to the HLC, I believe that this initiative will propel us forward and make HU an even better
institution.
More details about these task forces will be forthcoming. The relevant vice president or other administrator will be given
broad latitude with this initiative. I will not micro‐manage the process or attempt to bend the conversations toward any
predetermined outcome.
Thank you all for your high dedication to our mission and shared commitment to our students.
Sam Minner,
President

2
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